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PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE INTERPRETATION OF 
SEISMOGRAMS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This first printed edition of Principles Unde7'lying the Intel'p7'etation oj Seismogmms 
was prompted by a steady demand for the edition first issued in mimeographed form in 
1930. 11any excellent textbooks have been issued on seismology since then but few 
if any have covered the interpretation of earthquake seismograms in sufficient 
detail to satisfy the requirements of a seismograph station director, the student who is 
beginning his career as a seismologist, or the amateur seismologist. This publication is · 
designed to fulfill that need. 

Although years of experience have shown that adequate initial interpretation of 
seismograms is not often achieved at stations where seismolog'y is a subordinate activity, 
such stations nevertheless perform an invaluable service in obtaining seismographic 
records and transmitting preliminary data to established processing centers. There, 
combined with data from other stations, they are used to furnish authentic information 
on th.e locations of all important earthquakes. Not only is the scientific world and the 
public thus furnished immediate information on ClUTent earthquakes but the program 
provides basic data from which correct interpretations can be made by station directors 
who furnil?h the preliminary data. P7'inciples UndeTlying the Interpretation oj Seis
mogmms is designed primarily for seismologists working in this level of competence. 

Because of the great success attained in the past two decades with seismographs 
that give emphasis to the short-period waves inherent in earthquake vibrations this 
edition includes discussions of these instruments and their records. Such records are' 
radically different in appearance from standard records which attempt to obtain an 
over-all period coverage by emphasizing intermediate period waves. This, unfortu
nately, slights the effective recording of the short-period and long-period waves that 
lie at opposite ends of the teleseismic period spectrum. 

The student can become proficient in analysing seismograms only by first absorbing 
a certain amolmt of flmdamental background information pertaining to the origin and 
transmission of seismic waves and the recording characteristics of the principal types 
of seismographs now used in the long-range detection of earthquakes. This necessarily 
includes the flmdamentals of earth structure since seismic wave propagation is de
pendent on the nature of the transmitting medium. In following this broad plan only 
fundamentals are covered and an effort is made to draw a distinction between what 
constitutes routine interpretation and what may be considered research. 

For much of the text on the interpretation of short-period records and for many 
helpful suggestions in the preparation of this publication, the author is indebted to 
:Mr. L. M. Murphy, Assistant Chief of the Seismology Branch, United States Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, who has annually supervised the interpretation of thousands of 
seismograms of all types. 
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II. SEISMIC WAVES AND EARTH STRUCTURE 

NATURE OF SEISMIC WAVES 

great majority of the world's strong earthquakes occur in basement rock 
within 25 miles of the earth's surface, but some have definitely originated as 
450 miles. If one adds to these stronger shocks the thousands of disturbances 
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resent minor adjustments at all depth levels the grand total exceeds 1,000,000 
nnually strong enough to be register ed on seismogTaphs in or near the various 
ones. Using geological time as a yardstick and picturing the earth as a semi-
lobe we can only conjecture that stresses are set up beneath the sedimentary 

the creeping or flowing of great masses of rock in a complex kind of pattern. 
ond the scope of this publication to speculate on the causes of such creep or 
the structure is sufficiently plastic to adjust itself to the changing stresses 

gradually revert to a condition of no strain, there will be no earthquakes; but 
ucture is rigid enough to resist this slow deformation the stresses will accumulate 
elastic limit of the rock is reached and then somewhere the structure will snap. 
simple description of the mechanics of an earthquake. In great earthquakes 
isplacements as great as 50 feet are indicated by changes observed at the 

en the initial displacement takes place what happens in the surrol1llding struc-
n the answer to this question lies the first principle of seismic wave propagation. 
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ck is not ordinarily thought of as an elastic substance it actually is from the 
'cal viewpoint. Consequently when an abrupt displacement of great rock 
ccurs the earth reacts as an elastic solid and seismic waves are propagated to 
of the earth following paths through the body of the earth itself and around 

ceo Everyone has seen how waves radiate from the point of immersion when 
is dropped into a pond of still water. At the center the waves are high and 
t as they spread out and diminish in amplitude they become smooth; regular, 

gated. This is much like the radiation of seismic waves. 
ase of the water disturbance there is a single train of waves all apparently of In c 
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e general type. In the study of seismology one must deal with three or four 
ry wave types, each of which has its own characteristics as regards velocity 
e of motion. This may be considered a second fl1lldamental principle of 
. ave propagation. SeISmIC w 

three characteristics of seismic waves that deserve the special attention of 
gists are : (1) the velocity of the wave, (2) the motion of the earth particle, 
the appearance of the various wave types on seismographic records. The 
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s, or their equivalent travel times, are important, because they form the basis 
logical tables from which the distance between focus and station is determined. 
ion of the earth particle is important because it enables one to compute the 
of the epicenter from the station, and also furnishes a means of identifying 

pes. The appearance of the various wave types on the seismogram-their 
nd amplitude-is of primary importance to the practical seismologist because 
erience he can recognize the more important types or limit his interpretation 
ly two choices if they are not well defined. The correct determination of 
1 distance from a single station depends on the correct interpretation of wave 

seismology the various wave groups representing different wave types, or 
ups of the same type arriving at a station over different paths, are commonly 
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hases." In fact, any new type of wave activity, whether it can be identified 
·s by custom called a phase. The standard interpretation of a seismogram 
the meaSUl'ement of the time of arrival, or onset, of the major wave groups 
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or phases and their identification by (1) wave type, and (2) path through the earth, 
the latter being indicated by standard symbols. 

EFFECT OF EARTH STRUCTURE ON SEISMIC WAVES 

The elementary wave types registered on a seismograph cannot be discussed inte.Hi-
gently without first presenting a simple picture <:>f the earth S~l'l~cture through. wl~lCh 
the waves are propagated. The earth is an elastlC sphere conslstmg of ~lll'ee pnllClpal, 
parts a.s follows: (1) An outer crust of somewhat ~e terogel1~ous rock hav.lUg thlC.lmesses 
varying from about 30 to 40 Ion. beneath the contments (Wl~h greater ~hlClmess m s~me 
mountain chains) to nearly zero beneath parts of the Atla~tlC and PaCl.fic Ocean basms. 
In this crustal structure seismic wave speed~, vary ~cc0.rd1llg to the lund of rock trav-
ersed but the compressional or "sound wave veloClty IS usually: less than 6.5 km/sec. 
(2) The rock mantle-a thick massive shell of basaltIc rock- Iymg between the Cl:ust 
and the earth's core. Its thiclmess is about 0.45 the eart~'s radms and for all pra~tICal 
purposes may be consider.ed concentrically homogen: ous 1ll structure. . CompressIOnal 
or "sound wave" speeds mcrease from 8.1 lml/sec. Just beneath the ClUSt (lmown as 
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the .Mohorovicic discontinuity after its discoveror) to 13 7 I / t th h' 
(3) Th . f th h h' '. . nn sec. a e eart score eCOle 0 e eart, avmg a radlUs about 055 that of th ·th· t f . 
I ,'b 1 b II f . 1 1 . . . e ear ,IS mos 0 ten e escn ee as a a 0 mc ce and Iron whlCh apparently h .... l't b 1 

waves are evidently not transmitted throug.h it Th as no Il~Ie 1 lY ecause s le~r 
,,' t 1 8 2 I / . e compressIOn a wave speed IS 

applOXlma e y . nn sec. at the sUTface and increases to 11 5 1 / t th 
Th J t , t ' h . . nIl sec. a e center 

e a Jove s IlIC me as such a pronounced effect on th lIt 1 t ' f' . . 1 e 0 Jservec ra ve HIles 0 
S~IS.ll~lC waves as ~neasmec when they reach the surface of the earth that the sub 
dIvISIOn of travel-tIme tables or charts into zones for (1) . t 1 r r (2): IT -
or normal waves and (3) , b' Clusa"a,es, Ioc\.mantIe 
f t1 t' .' lCOle waves, was 0 VIOUS as soon as a relatively small amOlmt 

o . a:l len lC 1Ustn~men.ta dat~ was. obtained many years ago . See travel-tim~' chart 
figl~.e \. Althiugh. seIsmologIcal hteratme abounds with evidence of additional dis~ 
co~ mu. leS a.~~ val'lou~ refu;te~ents within these tIn'ee principal parts of the ~arth's 
st111lC~~ute'lt~e~ ,stut~ly hes IWl~h1U the sphere of the research student and not the seis
mo OgIS e Ol1lg IOU me ana ytlcal work. 
'h tA. clear 1~11ders~and.ing of. elementary waves requires a thorouo'h 111lderstanding of 

"', a IS mean Jy ~ e tl a vel ·tune. of a ,,:a ve. The pictme of how ~eismic waves travel 
flom focus to statIOn wou~d be SImple If the earth were homoo'eneous throu 110ut for 
then the waves would radIate from everv em·theluake fOClIS lI'I~ 1 g II th ' Id b t ···l t l' ( . J ' < ,e soune ivaves a e lays wou e s Iarg 1 IDes practlCalbr chords') between f ' 1 t t' '1 h 
r 1 't' f t1 ," I . J. . ' OCI ane s a IOns ane t e , e OCI Ies 0 Ie pl111clpa ,vave types 111sIde thIS 11vIJot1 t ' . I ,th 11 b' . S fi .. 2 B t . " .' J Ie lCa. ear wou e e constant 
ee glUe . u even m thIS SImple case It should be noted that time data obtained 

A s' 
A __ ---.:::.S 

E D 

FIGURE 2.-Radiatiou of waves iu a u 'f . I I t· h . 
left illustrates the strai ht ra 'S 11l 01 ill y.e as Ie sp ere and m the earth. The diagram OIl the 
turbauce in an elastic lfolUoO"~ne~~~~ ~'lpJl~l'l~~1 ,,:ave /ronts that 'yollld result from a surface dis
seismic rays are bent 'toward til ·n ISO IOplC sp 1ere. The dIagram on the right shows how 
The effect of the earth's core I' U ed cflentte,r ofththe eart!l beca~lse of increase of velocity with depth. 

. e ec mg e rays IS also Illustrated. 

at·t smfac~ tShtationfs would not indicate a constant sU1:face speed that is a lineal' travel 
1llle OVeI e sm' ace even thoug'h th 1 f th . , . .' . N ,th . t, h ' e speee 0 , e wave 111 the mtenor Were constant. 
ear e eplCen eI, t e pom t on the earth's smfac b r th f h f 

would correspond to the int 1" , e u: 0' e e ?cus, ~ e sm ace speed 
llll til it reached a very high s;eI~el :f~h~ ~~lt~IJ'oYeOlule d Tlllh~re~se bw~th erlcen tIh'al fdistance 
th 'f t, f '. '. IS IS 0 VIOUS Hom t e act that 
. ethlU ace ~!1ce ~h a~ 111tenor wave must traverse the semicirCllmference of the earth 
m Tehsame hlme a a ray to the antipode traverses only the diameter ' . 

ese p en omena are al J t t ' 11 f J • th t " " 1 h c , so SU JS an Ia y true or bonafide seismic waves except 
to~' al~dl~i~cc~~r:/~fI~he te:r~hu;h ar:e not chords but a~'e cmves . that. ar~ bent co~cave 
with depth except at the smface s ~ ~bsult ~f tI;~rsl:arp~creases.111 seI:~mllc ,~ra,~e .speeds 
at th 'f " 0 e COl e. 1n,Ol eovel, at vanous cbscontmultIeS and 
pheno~n~~~a a£;~ri~11:1~p~i~;e:nlmd~rgo bu:ll ;he r~ectioll, refraction, and diffractio,n 

pr~cil~les tf ~eismic wave prop~g~\io~~ JI~ isto~p~r~:~~e t~a':~te Ih~etj.na~hea~o~~:~~ 
TarIJa YSIS 0 tsetI.smogfTamS one deals only with smface speeds and smface travel times 
. 1e compu a IOn 0 wave speeds and th' . 1 th h . . 

logical research. pa s 111SI( e e eart must be cons~dered seismo-
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ELEMENTARY ,VAVE TYPES 

The fom elementary types of seismic waves will be discussed with emphasis on 
actual earth motion and only secondary reference to their appearance on the seismo
gram. The latter will be discussed in more detail later. Two wave types, the com
pressional and transverse, penetrate the earth's interior. Compressional waves a,re 
propagated through either solids, liquids, or gases. Transverse waves, requiring 
rigidity, are transmitted only through solids. Love and Rayleigh waves are two types 
restricted to surface propagation only. Both require rigidity in the tra,nsmitting media. 
They are often called "long waves" because of their long periods and wave lengths as 
compared with those of the compressional and transverse waves. 

With regard to the seismographic recordings of these waves and the frequent dis
cussions of them to follow, two basic principles of seismometry may be stated at this 
time. It may be assumed tha,t the period of a wave as measured on a seismogram 
is also the actual period of the ground wave because the seismograph pendulum (ade
quately damped) will be forced to oscillate in unison with any sustained ground vibra
tion regardless of the seismograph pendulum period . Secondly, there is usually a great 
difference between the relative amplitudes of waves as they are registered on a seismo
gram and as they actuany occllI' in the ground. This is a complex subject which will 
be discllssed later in the section on the response of a seismograph to earthquake motion. 

For a preview of the order in which elementary wave types are registered, the 
reader should examine the travel-time chart, figure l. 

The compressional-TCP'ejactional wave, P.-This is analogous to a sound wave and 
is sometimes called a longitudinal wave. When the compressional phase of such a 
wave passes a seismograph station, the ground in the immediate area is compressed 
and the seismograph pier moves slightly in the direction in which the wave is traveling, 
01' away from the epicenter. Conversely when the rarefactional part of such a wave 
passes a sta.tion the ground is dilated and the pier moves toward the epicenter. These 
directions are registered on seismographs. 

The compressional wave is the faster of the two interior wave types and is therefore 
designated the first prelinlinary tremor, P, since both types of interior waves al.'e regis
tered on the seismogram long before either of the surface wa,ves previously mentioned. 
In the epicentral region P waves have periods of less than 1 second, but waves of 
approxinlately I-second period a,re actually transmitted ove!' great distances-even to 
the antipode. The amplitudes eventually become so small that only very high
magnification seismographs with operating characteristics favorable to the registration 
of short-period waves will pick them up. Standard seismographs register these waves 
only in the epicentral region; with increasing distance they clearly register other periods 
as long as 5 seconds. The shorter period waves beyond the epicentral area a,re of very 
small displacement and are superposed on longer period waves of larger displacement , 
So-called short-period pendulum seismographs (I-second period) register the short
period part of a compressional-rarefactional wave train best; intermediate or long
period pendulums (6-second period and up) register the longer periods best. 

For both shallow- and deep-focus earthquakes the compressional waves registered 
on a short-period seismograph are always the largest amplitudes on the record. On 
a standard type of long-period seismograph they are registered in the case of shallow 
(normal depth) earthquakes with trace amplitudes smaller than those of any of the 
other types. When a very deep-focus earthquake is registered on a long-period seismo
graph the surface waves become so small in ground and trace amplitude that the P 
and S waves dominate the record. For depths between these two extremes one finds 
a long-period seismograph record varying gradually from one extreme to the other. 

The transve1'se, distortional, 01' shear wave, S.-This is analogous to a light wave or 
the transverse vibration of a string. The earth particle is always displaced in a direc
tion normal or transverse to the direction in which the wave is traveling. Such a 
wave 'can obviously be polarized but Imowledge of polarization phenomena is very 

I 
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lim,it~d and its, investigation falls in the category of research TI r' t' 1 h ' 
tel'lstICs p,lay httle or no part in the routine analysis of seis~o T~~~sllec IOna c l1lac-

Intenor transverse waves travel at about 0 6 the speed f g " 1 P 
and appear as the second most ' ' 0 compreSSlOna waves 

conspICUOUS wave ·gTOUp on '1 ( h 11 f ) record of a standard long pel'l'od' h Th a nOlma s a ow ocus " - smsmograp , ev have th 'f 'b d' , I the second prelmunary tremor SS T f II J 1 me Ole een eSlgnatee 
similar to P-wave aths exce t't' "ave~ 0 ow patls through the earth closely 
found that S wave~ penet;'atl th:~~I~oof~h~IS::~h an~ d,e~ite e,~idence has y~t been 
the core either is a liquid 01' acts lik b t 't ' ' 'bl hIhS gIves l'lse to the behef that e one u 1 IS POSSI e t at oth ,t f h ' may account for the failure of the S 't t h m ypes 0 p enomena I ' ' ,wave 0 pene rate t e core, 

ntmms of actual earth motIOn It maybe assumed tilat th " d fS 
roug'hl T I bl th f th P e peno so waves rna v be J e ou e ose 0 e waves preceding' them l1l1d th t th l't d J I roug1Ily d bl dOt I d 1 " a e amp 1 u es are a so ou e, n sane ar ong-perlOd smsmograph records th t' t 1 
apply to the actual trace amplitudes remembering that the ~se es lill

f 
a es a hSO 

long-period P waves and not the I, " companson re ers to t. e 
, , t d' th S s 101 t-l?ellod ones, Because of the gTeatel' energ'y 
lepl esen e me-wave group many selsmogTams will hi , . 
for weak shocks while the P ,TTa "":11 b " ,s ow c eal but weak S waves 

, ' ve \Y II e llllssmg' entIrely 011 l'e 'd f h ,t ' I pendulums that reg'lster the Sll ,t "d P , COl S 0 S 01 -pm'lOe " 01 ·-pello waves so well the S T 'II b f d rather mconsplCUOUS 01' absent alt 'th I ." ave WI e OUlI ,oge er ' lowever regardl f tl f 1 I 1 
an ,earthquake a search should always be 'made for 'an S wae;s 0 the .aca 'de ~fPlt I of 
pm'lOd sUl'face waves are discernible , e on e 1 ecol 1 ong-

SUlface waves, L.-These represent b f' th ' t 
recorded in shallow and intermediate de Yth a~arth ~ll~la es t amount of wave energy 
records of long-period seismographs, It i; readily ~vid~~St ~1~ seeth sl ?!early 0l,n the 
r,ecorded on thous~nds of seismograms, In unusuall d 01~ e l1l0e amp ltudes 
lIttle energy gets mto the crustal la~Tm's that they nlYay ebePe mefl;l t~quaket~' lllo'f"ever, so 
, , I TI' h I·J C - lssmg en Ire y rom the 
lec~lC , 11~ appens so se dom, however, that the analyst can saf 1 f ., b ' 
until he obtams a record, or a series of records that cann t b ' t ' e y 100get a out It 
basis, ' C 0 em mpretee on any other 

. Th?re are two types of surface waves. The faster is a shear wave desi 'na - I ' . 
a Love wave, Lq, after the physicist who developed the th ,t' I g tee mther 

T T ft· B G t b " h'" em e lca conceI)t 01' a G "a, e, a el , u en erg t e seISmologIst who discovered an I r I ' , . 
seismogr~phic records, The motion of the earth particle is tr~n~~~~!S~~ ss p{~se~~ce 01£ 
propagatIOn and takes place in the horizontal plane only S fi" 31e e IIl echlOn 0 , ee gUle , t as no 

I 
I = --------=------

I 
1 " 

FIGURE 3,-Earth particle motions in surfa' " Tl ' 
earth particle motion transverse to the d~~ '~,a, eS 'f , 1e uPl?er ~hagram shows the horizontal 
!ower diagram shows the retrograde chara~tc. IO/\f pi ~ftagat~o.n It1 th~ cas~ of Lq wayes, The 
111 the case of lir waves. el ° Ie eal 1 partICle motIOn (111 the vertICal pla ne) 

vertical component. Its wave len 'th t 1 . "1 . . . 
thickness of the layered structur g t, ~ .onr ePcichtla ehstances IS a, funct~on of the 
determine crustal thickness I e la, elsee an, as be~n used ?y mvestIgators to 
by the emergence of a 10 . l~ tonlset at long epICentral ehstances IS generally marked 
3-minute period wav~s h:~mh 1 uc e 'yave of .about 30-second period 01' more (2- and 
of tIle gl'OUp clec' . . e ~enl regIstered m great shocks) with successive waves 1 easIllg III p enoc a I ' " I' 
pendulums happen to be " t I ' nc YlCreasIllg III amp .Itude, If the seismograph 
on one component the Ch~I~:ctec,.Illt' sucl

f 
ahway a.s to regIster the eI?-tire wave group 

ens lCS 0 t e entIre group are available for study ; 
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bu t in the great majority of cases, when the pendulum orientation is unfavorable, 
its continuity is disturb ed by the onset of the second type of surface wave, the Rayleigh 
wave, The speed of the Lq wave, 4.5 km/sec., is the same as that of the interior shear 
wave, S, wh en it is propagated over short epicentral distances. There is an appreciable 
variation in the velocity of the surface shear wave with path trave.rsed, At short 
epicentral distances it is very difficult to identify true surface waves because they are 
obscured by shorter period waves of great trace amplitude associated principaUy with 
the S-wave group. These short-period waves, however, could also be true surface 
waves propagated through sedimentary layers. 

The Rayleigh wave, Lq, also named after the physicist who developed the theoretical 
concept, arrives a short time after the surface shear wave since its speed is about 0.92 
that of the shear wave, In a Rayleigh wave the earth particle follows a retrograde 
eliptical orbit- in a vertical plane through t,he direction of propagation. See figme 3, 
Theoretically the longer axis of the orbit is vertical but this is not always substantiated 
by observation. There is no motion transverse to the direction of propagation, On 
most r ecords of normal shocks registered on standard seismographs the Rayleigh 
wave is usually the smface wavc of maximum trace amplitude. This does not neces
sarily mean that it represents the maximum ground displacement since that can also 
be associated with the surfa,ce shearwave, Lq, At short epicentral distances true 
Rayleigh waves are obscured on practically all seismograph records by S waves in the 
same manner as Lq waves. 

In the epicentral region the entire ground motion, including smface wave activity, 
may register for omy a few minutes if the instrument is insensitive enough to record such 
strong motion, but at great distances the smface waves may be spread over 2 homs or 
more. This elongation is fmther emphasized by the fact that the surface waves travel 
over the major arc between station and earthquake as well as over the minor arc. It 
is not uncommon in great earthquakes to find surface waves that have made a complete 
circuit of the globe plus the arc between station and epicenter, 

DEPENDENT 'IV AVE 'l'YPES 

Of the fom types of elementary waves just described only the interior P and S 
waves generaLe other wave types or combinations of wave types. As a wave radiates 
from the origin of an earthquake it encounters reflecting smfaces not omyat the surface 
of the earth but also at discontinuities, or interfaces, within the earth itself such as the 
Mohorovicic discontinuity and the smface of the core. See figme 4. Not only are 
the elementary waves reflected at these smfaces, and at possibly others not too well 
esta.blished, but they may be transposed into waves of opposite type; thus part of the 
energy of a P wave may be transformed into an S wave and vice versa. vVhen a wave 
strikes an interface at a certain critical angle it may be propagated horizontally in the 
lower media a,nd be continuously clifl'racted to the smface of the earth where it will 
register on seismographs. It is thus possible for five different wave groups or phases to 
emerge when a wave strikes an interface: a reflected and refracted wave of the same type, 
a reflected and refracted wave of opposite type, and a diffracted wave. Their magnitude 
depends upon the dist,ribution of energy in the newly formed waves. Energy distri
bution is a complex phenomenon being a function of the angle of incidence of the wave 
on the interface and the physical constants of the media above and below the interface, 
Ordinarily the analyst does not ta.ke th e details of this into consideration but learns by 
experience the particular phases that will normally be registered on a seismogram. 

It is the presence of so many reflected and transposed waves that makes a seismo
graph record complex and difficult to analyse but fortunately the more important 
elementary wave types as a rule dominate the record. The travel times of many 
dependent wave types can be computed from a Imowledge of the travel times of the 
elementary waves making it possible to identify all major dependant wave activities 
that appear on a seismogram, but some recorded activities still r emain tmidentified as 
to wave type and path. 

The following paragraphs outline the more important dependent wave types as 
they appear in fom roughly defined distance zones, (1) 0 to 1,000 km., (2) 1,000 to 
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Station 2 
FIGURE 4.-P . (45') . 

aths of some of the more Important bod" . f . 
Three foci are indicated (F' }L" aDves

L 
01 ;~ha.llow and deer focus earthq uakes. 

. 10m. . eet s Earth Waves) 

9,000 km., (3) 9,000 to 15000 km and (4) F 000 
the semicircumference of tile earth' < I th 0, to 20,000 km., ~he last figme being 
of the various wave types or hase~ tal~ ese zo-':!e,s the chart showmg the travel times 
of the various reflecting smffces ' . es o~~ a cbfferent chm'acter because of the effect 
t~e epicentral distance inCl'cas~s ITJl:I~~ill ]lllg ~yT phases or .eliminu;ting old ones as 
tIme chart figme 1 Special 'h ?e eVlC ent from an lllspectIOn of the tra vel
without regard to these fom zo~e:ses resultlllg from deep foci will be discussed later 

Wave tY]Jes · in distance zone 0 to 1 000 k Th 
plays a dommant part at short e icentl' 1 . m.- e c~laracter of. the smface layers 
face layers and surface velocities ~a' . a l4Istances. Smce the thIckness of the SUl"
to devel~p a s!ngle travel-time ch~lY tha~ w~l'ent parts of the. 'yorld it is not. possible 
when an mtenslve seismographic t d fIll ful~ all conclitIOns. For this reason 
of local velocities from observa~i~~J 01 ~ o?al jrea IS contempla~e,d the determination 
areas the first P wave recorded at sh \a ti IS a ways a prereqmslt.e. In continental 
slo,,~ speed layers of the crust followino~ )1~a s:~nlle~ IS ~ .wav~ travellllg entirely in the 
statIOn. Other P wave rays dip 1 g I .J lca } a dllec~ linear COlU'se from focus to 
penetrating the Mohorovicic int81~f~"'llwm toward the lllgh .speed 8.2 km/sec. zone 
high velocity (lower) side of this in~:~'fa Some lof. the. energy l~ ,transmitted along th~ 
slU'face speed of about 8.2 km/sec Oth c.e ,ane ren81ates I!L cliffracte,d wave having a 
and become the normal P waves' reco' iI day~ elF deeper l1~to the high velocity rocks 
result of tIllS is that up to about 120 llC e a c stant statIOns . See figme 5. The 
arrive travels at velocities rm~ging from ~~. t(fo~ i~ km/ . focal depths) the first wave to 
mately 1,000 km., a surface velocit of 'b 0 . . un sec. Beyond that, up to approxi
P waves diffracted from tIle bott y. 1 a out 8.2 km/sec. represents a combination of 
P . om SIC e of the 110horo " l ' " waves travellllg through the u er . . VlCIC C IscontllllUty, and normal 
does not differ materially from thif of fbI t1l?fi. of the rock mantle where the velocity 

f! waves generally duplicate the P_, e c 1 lacted wave. 
velOCIty of the S wave being roughly 0 58v: ve p~hnOlfepa except at a ~lower speed the 
one cannot distinguish between S w~ Imes

l 
It 0 . A.t short eplCentral dista~lces 

same velocity. Interior (crustal) S T ves !inc if Lw~,ves Slllce they have nearly the 
"aves, q, an 1 waves are all crowded so closely 
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together at short epicentral distances that they generally defy separation. Toward 
the end of the 1,000 km. zone, however, they separate enough to discern the long 
periods that identify true surface waves. 
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FIGUlm 5.-Paths of principal local shock waves in crustal layers according to Jeft·reys. 

In this zone it is standard practice to read only the first P and S waves and the 
phases following closely thereafter to distinguish if possible between crustal and normal 
waves and other phases that may be significant. Surface waves are reported when 
they can be distinguished as indicated by their long periods and travel times. While 
waves reflected from interfaces may be prominent on records obtained at short epi
central distances they are usually of value only where local station networks are in 
operation on special projects. They are generally associated with the records of short
period pendulums. 

While 1,000 km. is given as the limit of this first distance zone no sharp line of 
demarcation actually exists between any of the four zones described here. The transi
tion in the wave type and travel-time characteristics from one zone to another is very 
gradual with the border-line areas showing some of the characteristics of both adjoining 
zones. 

Wave types in second distance zone, 1,000 to 9,000 km.-Here is found the ideal con
dition for recording both elementary and dependent wave types. In addition to the 
elementary P, S, and L waves, there are often recorded very clear P and S waves that 
have been reflected one or two times from the surface of the earth. 'When a reflected 
wave, PP, is recorded it means that an elementary P wave has hit the surface of the 
earth at a point halfway between focus and station and has continued from there 
to the station as a reflected wave. It is obvious that the time it takes a (one time) 
reflected wave to travel from a shallow focus to a station is double the time it takes an 
unreflected direct wave to travel half the distance. The student can check this on 
travel-time charts. Among the less prominent phases registered in this zone are P 
and S waves reflected from the core of the earth, PcP and SCSi also P'P' transmitted 
through the core and reflected from the earth's surface through the core a second time. 
P'P' IS well registered only on short-period, high-magillfication seismographs. 

An important wave transformation is also clearly evident in this zone. When 
elementary P and S waves strilm the surface of the earth they are partly transformed 
into waves of opposite type, but the angles of incidence and reflection are not equal 
because of the difference in the velocities of the incident P wave and the reflected S 
wave, and vice versa. This is in accord with the theory of optics. It thus happens 
that while the travel times of a PS combination and an SP combination are approxi
mately equal for a given epicentral distance there are two different points of reflection. 
TIllS phase is registered shortly after the a.rrival of the elementary S wave and is gen
erally clearly defined at the greater distances in this zone . It becomes increasingly 
inlportant at the greater distances. 

Surface waves in this zone and the two following zones show considerable varia
tions in speed due to variations in the crusta.l layering. Sometimes the records show 
evidence of more than one Lq or Lr phase, indicating the transmission of energy in 
two or more layers having distinctive velocities. Outstanding cases of this kind are 
reported in routine analyses but study of this phenomena on a large scale is considered 
research. There is no fixed ratio in the relative amount of Lq and Lr energy to expect ; 
it is probably a function of the direction of the focal displacement that generates them. 

'Wave types recorded in the third distance zone, 9,000 to 15,000 km.-This is of special 
significance in featuring the effect of the earth's core on the transmission of the interior 
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P and S waves .. When P and S waves are recorded at epicentral distances greater than 
11,500 km., theIr rays graze t~e surface of the core. See fig me 4. The P wave is 
subsequently s~al'ply refrac.ted mto the core because. of the sudden decrease in velocity. 
After penetratmg the core It emerges and, on. experIencing a reversal of the refraction 
phenc;>menon at the surface of the core, contmues on to the earth's surface. An in
spectI~n of fig'me 1 shows that the trav:el-time curve of this pI phase is not just an 
ext~nslOn of .th~ n~rmal P wave travel tune, but there is an offset of several minutes. 
ThIs II.1ost dlstmctlve featme of a travel-time chart is the seismologist's evidence for 
the eXIstence of a core. The normal P wave between 11 500 km. and 15 700 lun. is 
in a sha~~w z.one, the activitJ:" from there on. 'being attribl~ted in part to a'diffracted 
wave ongmatmg on the core mterface when It is grazed by the last of the normal P 
rays to reach the earth's surface. 
. The distribution o.fPI rays penetrating the core issuch that there is a concentra

tIOn of energy at an epICentral dIstance of 15,600 km. This is revealed on all seismo
graph record~, the amplitudes being comparable with those of P waves reo'istered in 
the second d.lstance zone. The reason for this is the presence of a very lm~sual type 
of phase deSIgnated P~. A P~ w!1ve. is generated by the first group of normal Prays 
tha: t pene~rate the core after grazmg ItS surface. As these rays strike the core's surface 
at mcreasmgly grea~er angles., the rays ultimately emerging at the surface of the earth 
do not emerge at epICentral dIstances that become greater and greater as they normally 
do, but at dIstances that actually bf\come less and less. This is the P~ phase of core
wave phen~)lnena. At about 1~,690 lun., this decreasing of epicentral distance stops 
and the pomts of emergence a~am m?rease with iI~creasing dip of the initial P rays and 
the phase ~ecomes a n~)l'mal Pl'. TIllS c.oncentrat~on of so many rays at approximately 
the s~me tnne and. epIC~nt~'al dIstance IS .responSIble for an apparent amplification of 
t~le P wave. vVIule tIllS SImple e}.:planatIOn serves the purpose of routine interpreta
tIOn the research student finds much that still remains to be eA'})lained in the present 
concept of core str~lcture and cO.re waves. Recent postulation of an inner core of about 
0.4 the e~rth's radIUS has complIcated the picture and tended to confuse the symbolism. 
Another lll1portant core phase frequently found on sensitive short-period seismographs 
is PKKP, a P wave reflected within the core. 

When elementary S waves strike the core they are partly transformed into P waves 
that penetrate the core and emerge at the earth's smface either in the form of P or S 
waves. 4s the normal S wave g?es out of the picture it is thus replaced by SKS 
waves whwh.ha-ye shorter travel t~e~ than the J?-orn:ral S wave would be expected to 
h.ave. In t~s dlst!1:nc~ zone many different combmatIOns of P and S waves are theore
tICally pOSSIble, as mchcated on the G.utenberg travel-time charts, in the explanation 
of the nomenclature on page 34, and m figure 4. See notes on second distance zone 
for comment on surface waves in this zone. 

Wave types 1'ecorded injourth.distance zone, 15,000 to 20,000 km.- In this zone there 
are no normal P and S waves smce th.ey are deflected into other paths by the core. 
Only reflected and core waves are reglstered. See note in second distance zone on 
surface wave characteristics. 

I!eep10cus phases recorded in (dl distance zones.-When earthquakes' originate 
deep m the rock mantle .beneath the crust the earth's surface in the epicentral area 
serv~s as a nearby refl.ectmg surface that produces well-defined waves on seismograms 
at chstanc~s. of approxlll1ately 2000 km. and over. While the great majority of earth
quakes ol'lgmate m .the crustal layers or a very short distance below them, a small 
number occm at vanous levels down to 700 km. It thus becomes possible for a deep
fo~us P wave to ~e reflected, with angle of reflection equal to angle of incidence, at a 
pOI~t near the epIcenter. The short leg of the ray from focus to reflecting point is 
deSIgnated p, the long leg ft:om reflecting point to station, P . The combination, pP, 
represents perhaps the most mlportant phase that is indicative of the deep-focus charac
ter of an earthquake. The pheI?-omenon is repeated in the case of the elementary 
S wave. The ~utenberg t~'avel~tlme charts on pages 13, ]4 and 15 and figure 4 show 
how the travel tImes of allmtenor waves are influenced by abnormally deep foci. 

III. RESPONSE OF SEISMOGRAPHS TO SEISMIC WAVES 

All seismograms discussed in ~his publication are re~Ol'ds obtained fro~ pendulum 
or inertia type seismographs. ThIS means that the I?otIOn o.f the ground IS measu~'ed 
by observing, eitheI: directly or inc~u'ec~ly, the relatIVe motIOn between .the ~lOV~I~g 
ground and the movmg center of OSCIllatIOn of son~e fol'l~ of pendulum: , It IS the meI tla 
reaction that makes the mass of a pendulum OSCIllate m a manner chfferent from that 
of the ground that supports the pendulum, 

OPERA'l'ING CHARACTERISTICS OF SEISMOGRAPHS 

DiTect 1'ecorders and elect1'icall'ecol'de1's.-Seismographs are divided into two main 
classes depending upon \"hether the motion. of the pendulum (rel!1tive to the n~oving 
ground) is registered du'ectly on ~h~ recordll1g p.ap~r through a snnpl.e mechamca~ or 
optical lever system, or whether It IS measured ll1chrectly by generatll1g an electncal 
current that depends primarily on the motic;>n of the. pendulum. .In th~ case of the 
so-called "du'ect" recorder the seismogram gIVes a umformly magmfi~d PlCtur~ of the 
relative motion between pendulum and ground and consequently offers the SImplest 
possible form of mathematical problem in computing actual grou~d n:~otion frOl~ the 
seismograph record. The problem reduces to that of a. forced vlbratI?n of a snnple 
oscillator discussed in many advanced textbooks on phys~~s and tl~eoretl?al mechamcs. 

The electrical or galvanometric recorder generally u.tlhzes a COlI o~ WIre fixed to the 
pendulum in such a way that, when the pendulum OSCIllates, the COlI ~oves bet~veen 
the poles of a strong permanent magnet. The ClUTent thus generated IS proportIOn~1 
to the velocity of the relative mot.ion between pendulum and gr~:nll1d. The current IS 
not registered as such on the SeIsmogram because the re.cordmg galvanomete~' has 
oscillatory characteristics of its own that c~n ~ont~'ol the entn'e character of the selsmo
grapliic record. In recent years elec~rol1lc cn'c~uts h~ve been succe~sfull:r empl.0J:"ed 
to overcome the friction of pen-and-mk rec.ordmg seIsmographs '~Th~e stIll retaI~ll1g 
magnifications as high as, or gr~ater than, c;>ptICal recorders. The prll1c~ples of electrIcal 
induction reluctance and van able capaCIty have all been employed III both types of 
electrical 'recorders. 'The problem of theoretically determining ground motions from 
such recorders however is so difficult that it falls within the research category. In 
practice shaki;lg tables 'should be used to calibrate them but this is impractical with 
perman~nt seismograph installati?ns. , 

In appraising the two types It ~ay safely ?e. concluded. that . the electr~cal, recorder 
has many features that recommend It for obtamll1g the l.!'rnval tll~les of seIsmIC w~ves, 
the determination of epicentral distances, a.ncr the locatIOn of epIcenters. The du'ect 
recorder that is less adaptable to extremely high magnificati?ns is on the other hand 
much better suited to the measurement of actual ground motIOn. 

Pendulum pel'iods,-8eismograph pendulu~l1 periods rang~ all the way from. 0.1 
second used in measurulg the ground acceleratIOns of dest~'uctlve earthquake m~tIOns 
to several minutes' period used to reco,rd the ul~ra lo~g-penc;>d s~nJace. wa:ves of VIOlent 
distant ea.rthquakes. The records dIscussed m thIS publIcatIOn '~Till III general be 
obta.ined from 1.0 second pendulUl~ls (frequently called short-perIOd) and from 6-
to 20-second pendulums (long-penod pendulunr,s). Short-penod. pendulums. and 
galvanometers are employed to brulg the short-perIOd ground waves III shar~ relIef on 
the seismogram; long-period pendulums prodl~ce better recor~ls of the long-perIOd waves 
at the sacrifice of clearness in the lower amplItude short-penod waves. 

klagnijication oj seismographs.-The lever magnification of d~rect-l'e,corcling 
seismographs with optical levers is limited to about 25,000 or less. ThIS applIes only 

11 
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to short-period waves (1 second period 01' less) which are always much smaller in 
amplitude than the longer period waves so often aJ?sociatecl with them on the same 
record. Practically all seismic records are a series of shor t-pe riod, low-amplitude 
waves combined with longer period waves of much greater amplitude. In sucb a series 
the energy in the various period groups could be of the same order. This means that a 
long-period pendulum of either direct- 01' electrical-recording type would operate at a 
magnification of 500 or 1500 under conditions paralleling the operation of a short.
period pendulum magnifying 10,000 01' 25,000 times. All direct recorders register wi tb 
maximum magnification 'aU ground periods that are less than about half the pendulum 
period as will be seen on the magnification cmve in figure 6. 

There is almost no limit to the magnifications obtainable with galvanometric and 
electronic installations. For long-range earthquake recording, however, I-second pen
dulums can seldom operate at magnifications of 100,000 because of ground disturbances 
due to wind, traffic, surf, etc. Thirty thousand is a more realistic value at a site of 
average quality. Most instruments of this kind are highly selective, meaning that this 
high magnification is effective over a ground period range of only a few tenths of a 
second. :Most long-period galvanometric recorders operate with magnification varying 
from 500 to 3000 depending largely upon the stability of the site. See the magnifica
tion curves in figmes 8 and 9 for fmther details on the magnification characteristics of 
various electrical-recording instruments. . 

Damping.-The response of a seismograph to earthquake waves is governed 
largely by the magnitude of the damping, especially in the period zone where resonance 
would occm if the pendulum were undamped. Seismograph pendulums are damped 
to prevent them from swinging in their own natmal periods and thereby complicating 
the record. Figme 6 shows how the harmonic magnification factor becomes indeter
minable for undamped pendulums when recording earthquake waves having periods 
near the pendulum period. This is the resonance zone. 

The magnitude of a damping force in direct-recording seismographs may be 
measmed in terms of (1) a damping ratio, €, or (2) a fractional part of critical damping, 
h. See page 14 for the mathematical relation between € and h. If a light spot is 
deflected 10 mm. from zero position and, on returning, overs wings the zero position 1 
mm., the damping ratio is 10:1. It is a measure of the overs wing of the pendulum. 
20:1 is considered a good operating value. Damping is critical when it is just sufficient 
to prevent a pendulum from overswinging the zero position. Under this condition, 
11, equals unity. When greater than this a pendulum is overdamped, a condition to be 
carefully avoided in direct-recording pendulums. Underdamping is preferable to oVer
damping as it increases rather than decreases the trace amplitudes. A type of damping 
in' which the damping force is proportional to velocity is ideal because it simplifies th e 
mathematics of reducing trace amplitudes to ground motion. Damping proportional 
to velocity should not be conhlsed with friction such as exists between a stylus and 
smoked paper. The latter is a force which is independent of velocity and results in 
obstructing the free motion of the pendulum for very small displ acements. Friction 
in the pivots of various level' systems is also of this type. 

In the case of galvanometric recorders both the pendulum and galvanometer are 
critically damped when oscillating as independent units but when connected for opera
tion the galvanometer is generally overdamped especially in t,he case of long-period 
pendulums. In this instance greater magnification is obtained by overdamping. The 
period and damping characteristics of pendulums and galvanomenters can be adjusted 
to obtain an extremely wide variety of responses. 

Gomponents.-As earthquake ground motion is a 3-dimensional phenomenon, 
seismographs m:e usually mounted to record the north-south and east-west components 
of the true ground motion, but this is sometimes changed so that waves of longitudinal 
and transverse character coming from a predetermined direction will be automatically 
separated on the two components. P waves and surface Lq and L1' waves are particu
larly susceptible to this kind of treatment. A vertical component completes the three
dimensional setup. Long-period, horizontal-component seismographs were popular for 
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Applicable only when the motion of the seismograph pendulum is registered through a simple lever 
system on the seismogram, and when the ground motion is of sustained simple harmonic character, or 

nearly so. This eliminates galvanometric instruments. 

The figures on the curves are the damping ratios of the seismograph pendulum. The damping ratio 
is the amplitude ratio of any two consecutive half·cycles recorded in the damping test. To calculate the 
magnification of the ground motion multiply the lever (static) magnification of the seismograph by the 

magnification factor obtained from this chart. 

The line of dots indicates the acceleration function, or the conditions to be satisfied when the ampli· 
tudes on a seismogram are directly proportional to the impressed ground acceleration. 

B 
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PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE INTERPRETATION OF SEISMOGRAMS 13 

many years, but in recent years the short-period vertical component with high magni
fication has become almost indispensable in the satisfactory recording of the onset of 
the P wave which is so important in epicenter location. 

MOTION OF A DIRECT-RECORDING SEISMOGRAPH PENDULUM UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 

STEADY STATE VIBRATIONS 

The problem of computing the magnitude of the ground displacement from data 
on the seismogram is a study of forced vibrations. The earth particle vibrates in what 
may, for our present purpose, be regarded as sustained simple harmonic motion and 
forces the seismometer pendulum to swing in the same period but not the same phase. 
The mass of a seismometer may be considered as (1) remaining practically steady in 
space for extremely rapid earth motions, (2) lagging behind the earth particle for earth 
motions of shorter period than the natural pendulum period, or (3) leading the earth 
particle for earth motions of longer period than the natural period of the pendulum. 
See figure 7. These are "phase differences" which can be calculated precisely from 

.& 

.4 

.3 

.2 

.1 .S .4 ,6 ,6 .7 .8 .9 1 1.2 L ' I , L6 L 1." L8 L8 2.0 

,FIGURE 7.- Differences in phase fol' linear displacements-applicable to direct recording seismo
graphs. (From report of the California Earthquake Commission.) 

the principles of theoretical mechanics. The complete conversion of a complex seis
mographic record to true ground motion is in practice extremely difficult and must be 
considered definitely in the field of research. 

Determination oj ground displacement.-The amplitude on the seismogram, for 
direct recorders, depends upon t.he amplitude and period of the earth wave, the lever 
or static magnification of the seismograph, the natural period of the pendulum, and the 
damping. The following equation shows the relation between trace displacement and 
actual ground displacement in the case of direct-recording seismographs and sustained 
(steady state) simple harmonic motion of the ground: 

A-~. 
'-V .MII 

A. =amplitude O~ range) of earth movement. 
At=trace amplitude (~ range). 
V =static or level' magnification of seismograph. 

MII=harmonic magnification. See ordinates of curves in figure 6. Mh is the re
ciprocal of the term used for harmonic magnification by vVood and Anderson 
in their paper on the torsion seismometer. See Bulletin oj the Seismological 
Society oj Ame7'iw, volume XV, No.1, March 1925. 

954789°- 51-- 2 
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The term Mil is developed from the differential equation e}..,])ressing the motion 
of a damped oscillator when acted upon by an external force of simple hm'monic form. 

d
2
x+ 2 dx+ b2 A' . dt2 (£ dt = e sm ct 

x = ins tan taneous displacement of the oscillator relative to the ground. 
t=time. 

2a=damping factor in which a=hb. h is the coefficient of damping. 
b=27r/To, To being the natural pendulum period. 

A'.=amplitude (maximum) of external displacement due to earthquake wave. 
c=27r/Te, Te being the period of the earth wave. 

Using the e)..,])ression for harmonic magnification as developed by 'iV ood and Ander
son, the above equation becomes 

in which 

Te=period of the earth wave. 
To=natural period of· the pendulum. 
h=damping coefficient related to the damping ratio f by 

where f is the ratio~ bet~veen successive amplitudes of a damped pendulum when dis
placed and allowed to conie to rest under the influence of damping alone. 

For any. type of seismograph a magnification curve usually can be constructed 
from theoretical considerations alone and used to convert observed trace amplitudes 
to actua.l ground displacements, generally ~ eiq)l'essed in units of 0.001 millimeter. It 
also can be determined through shaking table tests in the laboratory. 

The direct recorder has a great advantage where it is desired to know the ampli tude 
of the groundmot.ion because it requires no calibration. Its magnification can be de
termined geometrically from the dimensions of the optica.l or mechanical levers attached 
to the pendulum provided the center of oscillation of the system is known. If this is 
not known the magnification of any direct-recording pendulum having its period con
trolled by a spring and/or any component of gravity can be determined from the fol
lowing equation: 

where 

Tl- 47r2S 
- To2 

V =the magnification of the motion of the center of oscillation of the pendulum. 
S = the deflection of the seismograph trace wh en the pendulum is subj ected to a 

side tilt of 3 minutes 30 seconds (equivalent to a static force of 1 cm/sec. 2). 

To=the. natural undamped period of the pendulum. 
80me seIsmographs, such as the lVlilne-8haw, and some sensitive vibration meters 

are provided with special screw devices for side-til ting the instrument and measuring 
the trace deflection so that S can be determined. 

The direct-recording seismograph acts as a displacement meter when recording 
earth waves that have a short period of vibration in comparison with the natural period 
of the pendulum-one-half or less. 8ee figure 6. In such cases the amplitudes on the 
seismogram are proportional to displacements of the ground. The seismometer acts 
as an accelerometer when recording waves that have periods greater than about double 
the natural pendulum period. In such cases amplitudes on the gram are proportional 

PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE INTERPRE'fATION OF SEISMOGRAMS 15 

to acceleration of the ground. When earth wave periods are in the zone of the natural 
pendulum period a transi tion stage exists so far as any fixed relation to displacement 
or acceleration is concerned. 

The 'physical significance oj haT1iipnic magnification as applied to diTect-1'econling 
pendulums.-The amplitudes on a seismogram depend not only on the amplitudes of 
the ground displacement but also on magnification factors that vary with the period 
of the earth wave as just e)..lJlained. This relation between the pendulum displa~cement 
and the actual ground displacement can be illustrated by a ~ simple experin1ep.t, the e le
ments of which are shown in the insert in figure 8. Let a heavy weight 'K of 5 oi' 10 
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DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING 

HARMONIC MAGNIFICATION 
FOR DIRECT·RECORDING 

PENDULUMS 

MAGNIFICATION FACTORS 

FOR SUSTAINED VIBRATIONS. 
,~ 1-

The Milne~S~aw curve Is representative of direct E 
recorders With high damping; The Galitzin curve 
represents standard Induction type. seismographs JI 
.with similar pendulum and galvanometer periods; The 
Wenner curve shows the Influence of tight seismometer., 

.salvanometer coupling. See text. 

B 

· 2.5 3.0 3.5 · 4. 

. .:' 

FIGURE S.- Magnificatioll curves for various types of seismographs lVith insert illustration harmonic 
magnification. 

pounds represent the oscillating earth particle at the station and let it oscillate through 
a small arc after suspending it at a point O. The weight E is then a point executing 
simple harmonic motion in a manner similar to that of a seismograph pier when earth
quake waves are passing by. To the weight E attach a light plumb bob 8 to represent 
the seismograph pendulum and let it swing in a pail of water as a crude means of damp
ing its motion. When the mass E is oscillating in its own natural period it forces the 
bob 8 to swing in the same period just as an earthquake wave forces a seismoglaph pen
cluluhl to swing in the period of the earth wave. 
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In the first illustration of the insert the period of the earth wave is short compared 
with that of the pendulum, their periods being governed by the lengths of the strings. 
It will be observed that after the motion is set up and becomes sustained and when the 
mass E reaches an extreme position the bob S will move only a relatively short distance 
to S from its zero position. Thus, while the earth moves from 0' to E the seismograph 
pendulum mass moves only from 0" to S. The relative displacement between the 
ground E and the pendulum S is AS at approximately the extreme position of the swing. 
The magnification curve shows just what the ratio AS/EO' is under varying conditions. 
For the periods indicated in the first illustration the ratio is indicated by an ordinate 
in the neighborhood of A, figure 8. When the relative magnitudes of earth wave period 
and pendulum period are reversed, as shown in the second illustration, the ratio SA/EO' 
will be indicated by an ordinate in the neighborhood of B. The actual amount which 
the seismograph pendulum magnifies the sustained simple harmonic ground movement 
is the ratio SAjEO' (ordinate of the harmonic magnification curve) multiplied by the 
lever magnification (mechanical or optical) of the seismograph. 

Acceleration.-In figures 6 and 8 it is seen that the magnification curves for various 
degrees of damping all approach a common curve toward the right-hand side of the 
graph. It is not desirable to operate ordinary seismographs in this zone (at relatively 
short pendulum periods) because the harmonic magnification factor for linear displace
ments is low and the amplitudes on the seismograms would be correspondingly low. 
This is the zone, however, in which direct-recording pendulums function with nearly 
constant sensitivity as accelerometers. 

From figure 6 it will be seen by inspection of the various magnification curves 
that the effect of damping becomes almost negligible when Te/To is greater than 2. 
Beyond this the equation for Mh on page 13 may be written with sufficient accuracy 
as follows: 

The equation for Ae, page 13, then becomes 

Ae= ~ . ~:: for Te/Tu>2 

Substituting this expression in the usual equation for the acceleration of simple harmonic 
motion: . 

( I .) 47r2Ae 47r2At f T/T> a acce eratIOn =~= VTo2 or e 0 2 

From this equation, it is seen that the amplitudes on the seismograms are proportional 
to ground acceleration, regardless of the earth wave period when Te/To is greater than 2. 
Under these conditions the trace amplitudes are directly proportional to ground accel~ 
eration and inversely proportional to the lever magnification and the square of the 
natural pendulum period. 

MOTION OF GALVANOMETRIC RECORDING SYS'l'EMS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF STEADY 

STATE VIBRATIONS 

The amplitudes on galvanometric recorders depend upon the electrical character
istics of the entire system in addition to those factors ah'eady mentioned for direct 
recorders. Sensitivity is obtained by substituting a very sensitive galvanometer for 
a direct optical system. Recording can be either optical or, as in recent years, pen
and-ink systems employing electronic circuits to overcome the friction of the writ
ing pen. 

The theory of galvanometric recorders is complex and will not be discussed here. 
While ga;lvanometric recorders are usually more practical for high sensitivity the har
monic magnification curves in figures 8 and 9 show that they possess one characteristic 
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FIGURE 9.-Ma,gnificatiol1 curves for Benioff, linear. stra:ill, an? torsion pendulum seismographs at. 
Seismological Laboratory of the Cahforllla Institute of Technology. 

quite different from those of direct-recording seismographs. ~or very rapid gl:ound 
movements the magnification curves begin at zero where!l;s for dll'ect~recordmg selsm~
graphs the magnification is the normal lever magnificat~o~ of the mstrument and .IS 
constant over a limited period range. The l:eason for thIS IS tha~ for extremely rapId 
ground movements the current gener~ted m the pendulum coils can~ot overcome 
the inertia of the galvanometer suspenSIOn system. In the case of the dll'ect r~corder 
the inertia effect of the optical system is negligible for the period range in whlCh the 
seismologist is ordinarily interested. . . .. 

In galvanometric recorders the CIrCUIts can ~e desIgned m such a way that a com
bination of short-period pendulum and long-perIOd g.al~anometer (of the order of. 50 
seconds) will give the broad performance charactel'lstlcs of a standard long-perIOd 
pendulum of the Galitzin type. 

-
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IV. TRAVEL-TIME TABLES AND CHARTS 

Travel-time charts 01' tables show the times required for the varibus types of earth
quake waves to travel from an earthquake focus (hypocenter) to any point on the 
earth's sUl'face. They are used principally to determine distance between epicenter 
and station after certain time intervals (usually S-P) have been measUl'ed on a seis
mogTam. These intervals increase with epicentral distance and therefore become 
meaSUl'es of the epicentral distance. The time of origin, H, is also ascertained from 
travel-time. tables. i 

Aside from its value in determining epicentral distance and origin t ime the travel
time chart or table supplies the seismologist with the basic data used in postulating 
the interior structure of the earth. For every change in his concept of the interior 
structure the research seismologist must be able to show his evidence for such change 
on a ~ravel-time chart. It is very evident, therefore, that as more detailed and authen
tic seismographic data are obtained the more accurately will the seismologist be able 
to delineate the interiOl~ structure. The great need is to obtain enough evenly dis
tributed instrumental data to enable the investigator to adequately trace the time
distance history of every activity 01' phase from the time it first appears on the surface 
of the earth until it disappears. Aside from the variable qimlity anct distribution of 
seismographs over the earth one of the handicaps preventing a more sa,tisfactory 
solution of the earth structure problem is the heterogeneity of the crustal structure 
which tends to distort the symmetry that wOlud otherwise be obtained in seismographic 
data. These are problems calling not only for competent seismologists but for Inter
national cooperati.on on a broad scale, and obviously lie outside the immediate field 
of interest of the student of seismology. He should know, however, that in his work 
he is contributing toward this objective. 

\ 

Determination oj distance and time oj origin jrom tt'a'Vel-time' tables 01' chal'ts.-This 
is based on the fact that any measured time interval between two known phases such 
as P and S must correspond to a definite distance as indicated in the table 01' on the 
chart. The time interval increases or decreases as the distance between epicenter and 
station increases or decreases. Thus, if the interval between P and S is 6m 48s the 
distance according to the International Seismological Tables is 46.10 corresponding to 
approximately 5,115 km. or 3,180 miles. As the time (P-H) required for the P wa.ve to 
travel this distance is ln1O'wn from the same table, the time of origin may be calculated 
by s'ubtracting the interval (in this case 8m 40s) from the Greenwich time of P measured 
on the seismogram. Distance and time of origin can be computed from other phases 
also, but P and S are generally the best. An exception to this, wh en sensitive short
period records are available, is the P'P'-P interval which has the important advantage 
of being independent of focal depth. L waves can be used for this purpose only in 
very special cases because of variations in speed with the type of crustal structure 
traversed. 

The determination of epicentral distance and time of origin is discussed in more 
detail later under instructions on the interpretation of seismograms, page 28. 
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Some salient jacts about tmvel-time tables and charts .-In these directions it if,; 
presumed that the seismologist will interpret his seismogram with the aid of a travel
time chart 01' can recognize the various phases from descriptive matter and examples 
given elsewhere in this publication. Proficiency in this, of course, requires consider
able practice. Some seismograms on which there are well-defined activities are never
theless difficult to interpret, even by experienced seismologists, without knowledge 
of the approximate distance and time of origin. Sometinles, however, when a solution 
is problematical and no information is available on Lhe epicenter and origin time, it is 
possible to limit the interpretation to two choices of distance with different origin 
times. Such solutions should be used cautiously until a verification of one 01' the other' 
becomes possible. I 

Several organizations, including the International Seismological Association with 
headquarters at Strasbourg, France, and the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 
and the Jesuit Seismological Association in the United States, distribute immediate 
information concerning the positions and times of origin of all strong shocks. Final 
instrumental reports must be interpreted in a manner to agree with the epicenters and 
times of origin reported. A primary objective of this service is to assist the seismolo
gist in the propel' interpretation of his record . If the distance to an epicenter and time 
of origin are known, one only needs to refer to his travel-time table or chart to closely 
estimate the time of arrival of every wave group at his station. This will be explained 
in further detail later. 

Travel-time charts are available to anyone doing responsible work in seismology 
who will request them from the Director, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
Washington 25, D. C. The charts available are similar to those reproduced in this 
publication except that the originals are considerably larger . 

'l'RA vEL-TIME TABLES AND CHARTS FOR LONG EPICENTRAL DISTANCES 

Travel-time tables are based entirely on observational data and since a certain 
degree of consistency has been found in tables developed by various investigators for 
distances over 1,000 km., there is definite hope that in the future a single table can be 
developed that will be acceptable to seismologists everywhere. For distances under 
1,000 km., the effect of crustal structure is so diversified that it is made the subject of 
a separate section. The principal factors responsible for the lack of unanimity in the 
travel times of most of the tables used in long-range work have been (1) time errors in 
the data due to poor 'time control and inadequate equipment, (2) use of different 
criteria in taking the low crustal velocities into account, (3) the assumption of differ
-ent "sha.llow" focal depths for use with the standard tables, and (4) the use of different 
earthquake data by different investigators. Errors of observation, item (1), are being 
practically eliminated, and items (3) and (4) would seem to require only general agree
ment as to the most desirable criteria to adopt. This wOlud eliminate most of the 
differences apparent in the more recent travel-time tables and leave variations in 
crustal structure as the principal reason for differences between travel times actually' 
observed and those shown in the tables . 

Normal depth travel-time tables.-The following tabulation of P-wave travel times 
illusLrates the order of differences to be expected in normal depth travel-time tables as 
developed to date. The Gutenberg-Richtel~ table for long distances assumes an average 
focal depth of 25 km. in a crustal structure sinlilar to that of southern California; the 
Macelwane table assumes a 10 or 15 km. depth in continental structure; and the 
Jeffreys and Bullen international table assumes a focus 33 km. deep at the bottom of 
a typical continental structUl'e. It will be noted that in this last table the travel times 
are appropriately less than for the more shallow foci assumed in the other two tables. 
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Distances are eXJ;lressed in degrees, 10 being equal to 111.1 km. of great circle distance. 
H refers to the tIme of the earthquake at the focus or hypocenter, not the epicenter: 

Compal'ison oj tmvel-time tables 

P-H for normal depths 

Distance in Gutenberg and J. B. Macelwane Jeffreys and 
degl'ees Richter Bullen 

1935 1933 1940 

m. s. m . I). m.l). 
0 o 04 - - - -- o 05 

10 2 27 2 26 2 24 
20 4 35 4 33 4 32 
30 6 11 6 12 6 08 
40 7 38 7 35 7 33 
50 8 57 8 53 8 53 
60 10 10 10 02 10 06 
70 11 15 11 08 11 10 
80 12 12 12 07 12 08 
90 13 02 12 58 12 57 

100 13 47 13 46 13 43 
110 14 31 14 33 
120 15 16 15 20 
130 16 01 16 07 

I 

. The. ',:ork~g seism?logist ne.eds this backgroun~ i~lfor~ation to ~mderstand why 
Ius deten;nmatlOn ' of epICentral dIstance may not comCIde wIth the epIcenter reported 
by agenCI~s that sl~pply al~thentic epicenter information. It becomes clear why the 
final l<;>catlOn o~ epICenter IS largely an "a,:,eraging" process. This means that since 
the epICentr~l dIstance arcs ~WWlg from a WIdespread network of stations do not inter
sect at a p<?mt, the analyst IS forced to select an epicenter t,hat is most representative 
of all the dIstances used. It should be noted too that an errol' of one second in deter
minin~ the arrival time of P wiUresult in epicentral distance errors ranging from 8 km. 

. at a dIstance of 1,000 to 22 km. at a d~stance o! 10,000)on. This applies when epicenters 
are bas.ed on the rather.recent pract~ce at seIsmologIcal centers of reconciling all P-H 
data WIth a common epICenter and tlille or origin. 

Dee1!-joGUS tm'veZ-time tables.-In the early thirties it was definitely established 
that whIle the great. majority of ea~·thquakes originated within or neal' the crustal 
laYeI:s at c~epths varymg from approxImately 10 to 40 In~., a few of them originated at 
varymg dIstances beneath the crust, the deepest reachmg down to 700 km. Deep
focus shocks have been accepted as bonafide because the observational data can be 
reconcil~d only.with theOl:etical travel times based on such focal depths, the theoretical 
travel tImes bemg based l~ turn on the interior wave paths and velocities determined 
from normal depth ~ravel-tlme tables . . N<;>t only are the arrival times of the elementary 
P and S waves consIderably reduced '':Ith. mCI'ease of focal depth but new phases appeal' 
on the records and become a very sIgmfieant part of deep-focus travel-time curves. 

• 
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'Within 2.5 minutes aft.er P and S new phases are registered that have been reflected 
one time from the surface of the earth neal' the epicenter. As previously explained 
they are designated pP and sS waves, the lower case letter being symbolic of the short 
ray from the focus · to the nea,rby point of reflection, and the upper case letter indicative 
of the long ray from the surface reflecting point to the station. 

The travel-time curves in figures 13, 14, and 15 show those phases peculiar to deep
focus shocks. Theil' arrival times, especially the short interval between P and pP, 
and Sand sS, are the best measures obtainable of focal depth from the records of a single 
station. When the records and reports of a large number of stations are being proc
essed for epicenter location, the seismologist can utilize both the pP-P intervals and the 
earlier arrival times of P as mE-asures of focal depth. As stated elsewhere the surface 
waves for very deep shocks are so weak on the record that their travel time has but 
little significance. 

TRAVEL 'rIl\ms FOR SHORT EPICENTRAL DISTANCES 

For epicentral distances less than 1,000 km. the travel-time problem is difficult 
because many of the seismic rays ·traverse the crust over large portions of their paths, 
and crustal structure can vary greatly insofar as the wave velocity is concerned. It 
has been stated in preceding sections that in some continental areas the crustal layer
ing is as much a:s 40 km. thick and transmits compressional waves through various 
types of rock at speeds varying from about 6.0 to about 7.5 km/sec. Over some oceanic 
areas, where crustal layering all but disappears, speeds of 8.0 km/sec. found only in 
ultra basic rock beneath the crust may be indicated for local shocks. It is for this 
reason that seismologists in southern Oalifornia and in the central Mississippi Valley 
and the New England areas have all developed travel-time curves applicable to their 
particular areas. The same is true for other parts of the world. Such local travel
time curves are developed through first accumulating a considerable quantity of nearby 
seismographic data on local shocks and then, t11l'0ugh repeated trials, postulating a 
structure that yields computed travel-time curves close to those actually observed. 
Data from heavy controlled explosions are useful in determining local velocities. 

An explanation of local structure and seismic wave velocities in a selected area of 
southern Oalifornia will serve to illustrate the problem. The results are based on about 
25 years of instrumental data obtained from a network of stations in southern Oali
fornia especially designed and located to solve the travel-time problem, the ultimate 
objective being the highest attainable. accura~y in locating local epic~nter~. Th~s 
program is directed by the Pasadena SeIsmologICal Laboratory of the Oahforma Instl
tute of Technology. Immediately beneath the sedimentary layers a 10 km. thick 
layer is postulated in which the speed of compressional waves increases from about 6 
km/sec. at the top to about 6.5 km/sec. at the bottom. Beneath it there is a possible 
decrease in velocity with a subsequent increase to 7.0 or 7.5 km/sec. at the Mohorovicic 
layer which is from 30 to 40 km. deep. Beneath the :Mohorovicic layer the compres
sional wave velocity is 8.2 km/sec. This is substantially the structure contemplated 
in the local travel-time table for an average focal depth of 18 km. Beyond an epi
central distance of 700 km. the effect of crustal variations becomes negligible. As a 
result of these studies it is one of the very few regions of the world in which the origin 
times and epicentral distances obtained from the records of distant stations can be 
adequately reconciled with those obtained from the records of local stations. 

The study of local travel times in other areas can be facilitated by the use of 
Omori's formula-a formula that assumes simply that all travel-time curves are lineal' 
up to somewhat less than 1(000 km. It furnishes, a simple re~a~ionship betw.een epi
central distance, the (S- P) mtel'val, and P- and S-wave velOCItIes remembermg that 
the velocity of Sis 0.58 that of P. 

l 
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If P and S are the phases under consideration, H the origin time, and D the epi
central distance, then 

The velocity of P (slope of the travel-time line) = D /(P- H) = Vp 

The velocity of S (slope of the travel-time line)=D/(S - H) = Vs 

~-~=~-m-~-m=m~-m~ 

D = VpVs (S-P)=C(S-P) 
(Vp- Vs) 

It is thus seen that when the wave velocities in any locality are known or postulated 
the constant C may be computed and the computation of distance simplified. Similar 
constants may be computed for any pair of phases such as Pg and S g (It granitic" 
layer phases) and P* and S* which are sometimes used in designating speeds in an 
intermediate zone just above the Mohorovicic discontinuity. P and S are sometimes 
used to indicate paths through the entire crust. 
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V. INTERPRETATION OF SEISlvIOGRAMS 

The preceding discussion of the nature of seismic wave propagation, the recording 
characteristIcs of seismographs, and travel-time tables has furnished the background 
necessary to proceed with the interpretation of seismograms and the preparation of 
instrumental reports . The outstanding characteristic;:; of ,the more important ground 
waves have been outlined and it was made clear that no one seismograph has a recording 
range broad enough to register all seismic ground periods and amplitudes in their true 
perspective. The remaining discussion will therefore be concerned primarily with 
what the seismologist actually sees on the seismogram. 

ARTIFICIAL AND SEISMIC PHENOMENA COMMON '1'0 ALL TYPES OF PENDULUM 
SEIS1VWGRAPHS 

Although standard seismographs are designed to register min\lte ground vibrations 
due to distant earthquakes, a sensitive pendulum system will not only pick up other 
types of ground vibration but will also undergo some peculiar and unexpected motions 
of its own that will register on the record and sometimes ruin it . 

.Ll1icl'oseisms.-These m'e minute vibrations of the ground generated; ' (1) 'when 
low-pressure areas pass over large bodies of water, (2) by surf, (3) by the passing of 
cold fronts over large water areas, (4) by frost, and (5) by miscellaneous types of 
meteorological disturbances. 

The amplitudes of these vibrations vary from hour to hour depending , upon 
meteorological conditions and may range in displacement from 0.1 jJ. (0.0001 mm.) to 
25 jJ. and over, depending upon the magnitude and proximity of the disturbance. 
The smaUer amplitudes are generally associated with periods of approximately 0.1 
second and over, largely local in character; the larger ones are associated with micro
seisms of 4- to 7- second period which may travel thousands of miles from their sources 
over either continental or oceanic paths. There are also microseisms lying between 
t.hese two period and amplitude extremes. High-magnification and short-period (1 
second) pendulums register the short-period microseisms best; approximately 6-second 
pl'lnchllum systems are best for registering the long-period type. The latter group, 
,especially, has been the subject of exha,ustive investigation. 
" NEcroseisms are generally smooth wave forms that are propagated in groups that 
ft,lternately vary in trace amplitude from practically zero to the prevailing maxima. 
They become quite inegular, however, when there is more than one source of dis
tlu·bance. 'VVhile this smoothness often distinguishes them from earthquake phases 
'of the same trace amplitude, there are times when microseisms having both, long and 
,i:?l;lort p'eriods will be registered and the detection of earthquake phases becomes more 
difficult. , Short-period microseisms can be especially troublesome since they so often 
hwk the smoothness found in the longer period ones. " . 
.• The magnitude of microseisms and other background activity control1?' the magni

fication with which a seismograph may be operated at a given site. ''VVhere such 
background is heavy the weaker phases of d~stant earthquakes are often totally obscured. 
Microseisms and other disturbances are generally at a minimum in mid-continental areas 
and worst on islands in mid-ocean areas. Soft alluvial formations undergo larger 
amplitudes of motion in the short-period range than rock formations, all other condi
tions b~ing equal, and are therefore often unsatisfactory as station sites. 

Adificial vibrations.-Disturbances due to tra:ffic, machinery, closing doors, the 
moving about of people on stairs and elsewhere, may be t.emporary or practically 
,continuous, but they usually quiet down during ,thBnight hours. They generally 
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appear on seismograms as short-period vibrations of the order of a few tent,hs of a 
second or more so that on seismographs that have paper speeds less than 30 mm/min. 
they may appear as little more than blurs; ot.herwise the individual waves may be 
discernible. Weak local shocks sometimes produce brief short-period records that 
could be difficult to distinguish from some artificial disturbances. Beginners often 
have difficulty in distinguishing between real earthquake activity and artificial dis
turbances of this kind. An earthquake record has a definite pattern depending upon 
the recording characteristics of the instrument, focal depth, etc.; in other words the 
experienced seismologist subconsciously looks for a sequence of P, S, and L waves on 
the seismogram. The seismologist must through experience alone learn to recognize 
the particular types of artificial disturbances to which his station is subject. As in the 
case of short-period microseisms, the amplitudes of artificial disturbances are always 
less on rock outcrops than on filled ground or alluvium. 

E.ffects oj wind, sun, a,nd convection cUl'rellis.-Pendulum movements due to these 
causes can be responsible for much loss of record. In strong winds building motion 
may be enough to cause horizontal movement or tilting of the basement floor or pier 
on which the seismograph is mount.ed. Such distmbances are generally irregular in 
character. The alternate heating of the east and west sides of a building may be the 
cause of an appreciable dimnal tilt generally effected t.hrough the seismometer pendulum 
but galvanometers also may be the source of such trouble. This causes a crowding 
together of the lines on the seismogram at one t.ime of the day and a spreading apart 
at another. The effect of horizontal tilting of this kind is less on vertical components 
than on horizontal components because the sine function of a small angle changes 
faster than the cosine function, and these functions control the amount of the pendulum 
deflection. 

Convection currents in a seismograph room set up pendulum oscillations of a 
rhythmic character that are often serious and difficult to overcome. Variations in the 
amount of heat present seem to be the primary cause; such heating coming from the sun, 
steam pipes, electronic equipment, or other somces. Air-conditioning in a room may 
generate convection currents. Drying machines have helped to alleviat.e the condi
tion but the ultimate solution is most often found in encasing the instrument in an 
additional outside case and/or covering both instrument and pier with a heavy blanket. 

TIMING AND IDENTIFICA'l'ION OF PHASES 

Definition oj "activity" 01' "phase. "-The first step in the interpretation of a record 
t'egardless of its type is to pick out the times of beginning of the activities or wave groups 
to be reported before attempting to designate or interpret, them. The preliminary 
activities preceding the long-period smface waves constitute the most important part 
of t,he seismogram for determining distance to epicenter and t,ime of origin, and the very 
first activity regardless of how minor it may seem is nearly always the most important. 

If the trace is quiet, no difficulty is usually experienced in recognizing the first 
activity, but more often than not there ,,,,ill he a certain amount of microseismic activity 
and possibly some artificial distmbance present. If there is any doubt as to whether 
the activity is really seismic, other parts of the gram should be examined to see if any 
similar types of activity are present. If so, the questionable activity should be rejected 
as not of seismic origin. This is usually a safe criterion to follow. 1\1ore often than not" 
however, the beginner is inclined to overlook weak preliminary act,ivities and must be 
frequently reminded of their importance. 

There are two ways in which obscure activities may often be made more discernible, 
especially on low-magnification seismographs. First, procure a long cylindrical lens 
similar to those shown in optical shops which magnify two or three times in the trans
verse direction. Sighting on the trace through such a lens will be equivalent to doubling 
01' tripling the magnification of the intrument. Another t.rick, especially useful in 
revealing the longer period preliminary activities of low amplitude, is to raise one end 
of the gram close to one eye, or bend down to it, and sight down the trace. It is supris-
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ing how otherwise imperceptible activities will stand out in contrast wit,h activities of 
slightly different character. ' 

Aftm the beginning of the first activity has been selected, other activities should be 
chosen that are markedly different either in amplitude or period from preceding activi
ties. Sometimes only an obvious interference in a prevailing activity will mark the 
entry of a new wave group. The phases most likely to appeal' prominently on the 
seismogram are indicated by the travel-time curves in figure 8. 

Time accumcy in reading phases.-The time of beginning of an activity may be 
measured to the nearest tenth of a second, second, or tenth of minute, depending upon 
the sharpness of the onset. In regional investigations with modern seismographs 
employing 60 mm/min. paper speeds important impulsive phases are read to the nearest 
0.1 second. Impulsive activities, usually iF or is, often appear in standard type records 
of strong shocks and the greatest care should be exercised in measuring the Greenwich 
times of the onsets to the nearest second. If the measmed times of the fiTst impulse on 
two components differ by 1 or 2 seconds the earliest arrival time should be used. It 
often happens that times are recorded to the nearest second merely out of habit. Such 
procedme is not justified when the time of emergence is doubtful. The questionable 
seconds readings in such cases should be enclosed in parentheses in the report. It is 
extremely difficult to select the exact time of beginning of an emergent phase and two 
persons will often differ in their conclusions concerning the same activity. It is reason
able to presume that anyone using the data may expect the reported time of beginning 
of a phase to be in error as much as indicated by the last significant figme reported-0.1 
second if the time is given to the nearest tenth of a second, and 1 second if it is given to 
the nearest second. The onsets of surface waves are often so questio'nable that it may 
be sufficient to record them to the nearest minute . 

The "time correction" is considered positive when the clock which marks time on 
the seismogram is slow; and negative when the clock is fast. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS PHASES ON THE SEISMOGRAM 

In the preceding sections describing elementary wave types, P, S, and Lq and L1' 

and a series of dependent wave types, emphasis was placed on their origin and natme 
considered as natmal phenomena. Only in a secondary way was reference made to 
their appearance on the seismogram. With the seismogram now in front of the student, 
the primary prqblem is to lmow how to identify the various wave types and reconcile 
them with the information fOlUld on a travel-time chart or in a table. It will be 
remembered that periods measmed on the seismogram are actual ground periods of the 
earth wave. The amplitude of the recorded motion, however, varies with the period of 
the pendulum, the period of the ground wave, and many other factors, and therefore 
differs greatly for different instruments and ground periods. 

Phases at epicentml distances under 1,000 km.-Short-period preliminary and 
surface waves that last only a matter of some minutes are the mark of a nearby earth
quake. Periods are of the order of one-half to several seconds. There will be no great 
variation in the periods of any of the wave types. The S phase is usually distinguishable 
because of its larger amplitude as compared with P, but it is often hopeless to differ
entiate between S waves and L waves. This is generally the pictw'e on both long-period 
and short-period pendulum records, except that short-period pendulum records take on 
a characteristic form between 700 and 1,200 km. Because tIllS is a zone of weakness 
for P and S onsets the record assumes the form of two roughly symmetrical envelopes, 
one for the P group and one for the Sand L groups. Recognition of this characteristic 
often enables the analyst to make a correct interpretation. 

On short-period instruments and sometimes on long-period ones the concentration 
of P' energy at 15,600 km. may take on the appearance of a local shock and confuse the 
interpreter. TIllS is also true for PKKP, P'P', and SKPP' which arrive approximately 
18, 26, and 29 minutes after P. All such phases have periods varying from 1 to 2 
seconds and durations of 1 to 3 minutes. 
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On long-period pendulum recorders, increasing epicentral distance in this zone is 
accompanied by the appearance of definitely longer periods that help to identify slU'face 
waves. P waves are, as always, the shortest periods, but may begin to show lillderlying 
periods of perhaps 5 seconds with I-second periods superposed on .them. The S wave, 
too, begins to show great complexity and a tendency toward longer l)eriods. The analyst 
should definitely be finding other slU'face layer phases following P and S. They are 
characterized by sudden increases in trace amplitude rath er than by changes of wave 
pattern. On the records of short-period pendulums; the P and S groups are distinguish
able more because of amplitude differences than because of th e emergence of longer 
period waves because such waves are always more subdued on short-period pendulum 
recorders. 

This is a distance zone in which local travel-yimes must be determined-to compute 
epicentral distances by Omori's formula as previously explained. The analyst . should 
expect to find crustal layer phases, especially-in the P-vvave portion of the record, with 
travel times depending on these predetermined velocities. 

P waves at epicentml distances over 1,000 km.-From roughly 1,000 km. up to the 
antipodal distance of 20,000 km., the wave-type characteristics of P waves do not 
change materially although some increase in period with distance is to be eA'Pected. 
They seldom exceed 5 seconds in period. With increasing distance the short-period, 
I-second waves tend to disn,ppear from all groups exccpt P and its various combinations 
as proved by the records of short-period pendulmns that register only these waves at 
the greater distances. It is the impulsive P wave from such instruments, especially 
the vertical, that today fmnishes the best epicenter data. Core reflections are also 
well registered on vertical components. ;. 

A special property of the short-period, high-magnification seismograph is its 
ability to record elastic sub-sonic waves that are sometimes generated by submarine 
earthquakes and travel thousands of miles across oceanic sound channels. They are 
registered long after the seismic smface waves are r egistered, their velocity being only 
about 1.5 km/sec. Such waves may be transmit,ted from water to land and back again 
to water whenever oceanic islands lie in their paths. 

On long-period instruments P waves and their dependent types are characterized 
by a combination 'of long- and short-period waves, the former of the . order of 5 seconds 
period and the latter around 1 sec0l1d. "While the ground amplitudes of the short
period waves are always smaller than those of longer period waves, they mayor may 
not seriously mask the longer period waves depending upon the character of the magni
fication curve. These ClU'ves, figures 8 and 9, show how much the di'splacemcnts for 
the different ground periods are magnified for various types of seismographs. The 
analyst must learn the characteristics of different instruments to become proficient in 
reading seismograms. 

In the case of strong distant shocks the first longer period wave of the P group 
may appear very prominently at the start of the record. It may appeal' coincident 
with the first impulsive short-period (I-second) wave or may vary from it slightly in 
arrival time. The longer period onset is designated eP, the shorter impulsive onset, iP. 
All normal P waves begin to weaken considerably around 11,500 km. because the rays 
are entering the core. Beyond 15,700 km. a weak phase associated with P persists up 
to about 18,000 km. . 

Within the first 2~ minutes of P-wave activity, the analyst must search carefully 
for deep-focus phases that will usually appear with sharp onsets, that is, marked 
increases in amplitude over prevailing activity, or an obvious interference in prevailing 
activity that markedly increases the complexity of the waves that follow. PP waves 
and PPP waves are the most outstanding phases between P and S. They deviate 
from the general pattern of P waves only in being more complex, being superposed on 
the prolongations of preceding phases. This compleJo..'i.ty is most pronounced in moder-
ate to weak records. . 

At great distances P-wave groups become elongated and seem to lose some of their 
complexity except when the so-called focal area of Lhe P' core w:wes is reached 
at 15,600 km. The trace then may take on the character of a local shock. This is also 
true of PKKP, P'P', P'P'P', and SKPP' phases on short-period records. Between 
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14,500 km. and 15,500 km., PKS is the largest of all preliminary activities, arriving 
about one minute after PP. When P waves arrive almost simultaneously with S 
waves, as in the case of t.he PS and SP phases, the activity is usually though not neces
sarily complex because of the combining of the longer period S waves with the shorter 
period P waves. 

S waves (Lt epicentml distances over 1,000 km.- -On the average type of long-period 
seismograph record S waves may be pictlU'ed as having possibly double the period and 
amplitude of P waves . . This may be modified considerably by the magnification ClU'ves 
of the individual seismograph but for pendulum periods over about 8 seconds, one may 
always expect to find S waves with greater amplitudes than P waves. It is for this 
reason that for weak recordings, P waves may be missing altogether while S waves 
may be fairly well registered. Since the records of I-second pendulums register these 
longer period waves in such an obscure way, except in the case of exceptionally strong 
shocks, all of the following explanation will refer to the records of long-period or inter-
mediate-period pendulums only. . 

Although the S wa\Te appears in its purest form between 1,000 and 9,000 km ., it 
is still very complex. Some investigators belie\Te that it consists of several different 
wave types. Because of this and the fact that P waves are being registered when the 
first Swave arri\Tes, the arri val time of S is never timed as accurately as the first P-wave 
arri val. TIllS explains why more consistent epicentral distances are obtained by using 
P-H intervals (obtaining the correct origin time by trial and error) than by using the 
S- P intervals . alone. Because of the uncertainty attached to the onset of the normal 
S wave, the analyst should by all means. read the two or more outstanding acti \Tities 
present unless there seems little doubt that one reading will give an adequate timing 
of the phase. _ . 

In this zone one finds the PS and SP phases arriving almost simultaneously shortly 
after the normal S and there will more than likely be found some short-period waves 
attributable to the last P-Wa\Te leg of the SP combination. SS and SSS phases show 
waves of longer period with increasing epicentral distance, so much so that at great 
distances there is sometimes danger of confusing them with surface wa\Tes, P-wave 
and S-wave surface reflections are distinctive in that they are registered at all distances 
from the epicentral area to the antipode. 

At 10,000 km. the normal S wave begins to fade out of the picture because the rays 
are being partly refracted into the core as P wa\Tes and refracted out again to the surface 
as S or P waves. The phase, SKS, is readily identified on the record, coming in some
what ahead of an imagina,ry extension of the normal S-wave curve, and followed after 
some minutes by the PS and SP combination that is not affected by the core. As the 
normal S phase fades out, SKS builds up in trace amplitude, and together with PS 
and the surface reflected phases comprise the most important S-type phases on the 
record at great distances. The Gutenberg travel-time chart, figures 14, 15, 16, and 17, 
should be consulted for a large number of other phases that may be found on the seismo
gram. 

SUljace waves at all distances.-Surface waves are always the largest trace amplitude 
waves on the records of all long- or intermediate-period pendulums. On short-period 
pendulum records they are out of the picture except in the stronger shocks. Because 
of their irregular tra\Tel times due to variations in crustal structure they have little use 
in helping to determine epicentral distances except that their approximate arri \Tal time 
is often sufficient to make a choice between two possible distance determinations based 
on preliminary phases alone. The study of surface waves as a means of analysin/?' Sill'
face structure is in the research category. Sm"face waves increase on most records from 
a few seconds period in the epicentral area to 20 or more seconds at great distances 
for the waves of maximum trace amplitude. Investigations of destructive earthquake 
motion with special instrumentation show that long-period surface waves actually 
are present in epicentral areas but on most nearby seismographs they are obscured 
by the shorter period waves that are generally magnified many times more than the 
long-period waves. 
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On many records the arri\Tal time of the Lq wave is frequently obscured by S-wave 
surface reflections, but they can usually be identified because the first few Lq wa\Tes are 
often the longest on the record, sometimes reaching a period of a minute or more. If 
the pendulums happen to be oriented end-on with respect to the epicenter and all the 
Lq waves are on one component, successive waves of the train will be seen to increase 
in amplitude as they decrease in period until a maximum amplitude is reached. With 
such pendulum orientation the Lt' waves will be seen to arrive later on the other hori
zontal and the vertical components and behave in much the same way except that ultra 
long periods are not found at the beginning of the wave train. If the pendulums are 
no t oriented end -on, which is far more likely, the Lq wa ves will arri \Te first wi th the LT 
waves piling.o\Ter them some minutes later (at the greater distances) to make a tangle 
of wave motIOn that can be separated only by a laborious type of analysis that is never 
done in routine work and seldom in special investigations. 

IDEN'I'IFICA'l'ION OF PHASES AND DETERMINATION OF EPICEN'l'RAL DISTANCE AND ORIGIN 

TIME 

A!l experienced s~is~ologis~ willmore ofte~ than not be able to assign correct inter
pretatIOns .to the actIvItIes regIstered on. a seIsmog~'am merely by inspection. It is 
always deSIrable, however, to check the mterpretatIOn on a tra\Tel-time chart. Pre
suming that the times of beginning of the various uninterpreted activities ha\Te been tab
ulated on forms provided for that purpose, or on a scratch pad, the following procedure 
should be observed. 

(1) Take ~ narrow strip of pal?er (such as adding-machine tape) nearly twice as long 
as the travel-time chart, and lay It on the chart below a graduated time scale such as 
tha.t at 15,500,km. in fi.gu~·e l. . Along the top edge ~f the s~rip make two marks (such 
as mverted V s) to comClde WIth the 0- and 50-mmute tune ordinates. These are 
merely references that make it easy to replace the scale in the same position later on. 
The zero time ordinate indicates the hour of the earthquake, such as 3h 10h 23h etc. 

(2) With the st~'ip lying along the time scale in the position indic~ted , 'und~r (1) 
mak~ marks, short ~ll~e.s prefer.ably, along the upper edge at points corresponding to 
the tlllles of the actIvItIes preVIOusly measured on the seismogram. Thus if the time 
of the first activity on the seismogram has been measured and reads lOh: 13m. 35s., 
make a mark on the tape at a point about 0.5 01' 3%0 the distance between the 13· and 
14-minute graduati~ns: It is sufficient to. use tenths of minutes in this exploratory 
procedure. Make sImll~r marks on the stnp for all the other recorded phases, marking 
the last one ~ as there IS usually not much difficulty in recognizing surface waves on 
records of d.Istant earthguak:s. Marking; the outstanding activities with a heavier 
!1nc~ longer lIne on the slIp will be a help m the steps to foll?w. It will also help to 
mdlCate the P- or S-wave character of all the phases on the stnp of paper as well as they 
can be judged by inspection of the seismogram. 

(3) Now move the strip from its original position on the time scale and keeping it 
~or!zontal, slide it ~IP and down and laterally over the curves. If P-wav~ types are 
mchcated on the SeIsmograms, then the first marks ought to coincide either with the 
P, PP, or pI curve~. At the sa~e time the mark corresponding to the first S wave 
(usually greater perIOds and amplItudes than P waves) should coincide with either 
S, Ss" 01' f!PS (refer again, if necessary, to the characteristics of the various types as 
descnbed m other parts of these notes). If the correct distance has been found the 
mar~( for the L wll;ves will. lie reas<:mably close to one of the L-wave curves withinpos~ibly 
a mmute or two If the dIstance IS great. Make a note on the tape of the distance at 
which the final setting is made. This is the approximate distance from station to 
epicenter. W'ith the P and S phases, or other phases thus identified a more accurate 
value of distance can be obtained from the seismological tables. 
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. (4) With the strip in the last position on the curves, and practically all of the 
Important measured activities coinciding with the travel-time curves write beneath 
each tape mark th: ~ymbol of the phase with which it coincid~s such a~ P, PP, S, SS, 
L q , .e~c. ~en. thIS IS done, make a new mark on the tape (WIth the strip in the same 
POSItlOI?-) to I~~Icate the point of coincidence with the zero time ordinate and mark it 
H for tIme ol'lgm. 

(5) Move the tap~ from its position on the curves back to its original position on 
th~ t~me s9ale as descnbed in (1) being sure to make the even hour marks on the slip 
comClde. WIth the 0: and 50-minute ordinates 0!l .the chart: As the slip marks have 
~ll been mt~rpreted m terms of P, S, and L, etc., It IS theI~ a sunple matter to write these 
mterpretatIOns of the phases or activities next to the tmles of the onsets which have 
al~'e~dy been tabulated. With the strip on 'the time scale, note the tinle at which the 
Ol'lgm mark "H" falls on the scale. This reading will be the tinle of origin of the 
earth<:luake a~ the hypocenter or focus. For a more accurate origin tinIe, read the 
f-H mterval m the .selsmological table that corresponds to the S-P interval determined 
m (3) and subtra?t It trom the time of P as read on the seismogram. 

Th~ al;>ove dlrectIOns seem simple, but many difficult situations arise in practice. 
Phases mdlCated on the travel-time charts are not always discernible on the records 

' a?d activities sometimes appear on the records that are not accounted for on the travel~ 
t11lle ?urves. The key to successful and worthwhile interpretation lies in the proper 
selec.tIOn of the really important preliminary activities; not in trying to make poor 
readmgs fit the curves. The analyst must memorize the characteristics of the approxi
ma~ely h~lf doz~n out~tanding phases and this can be done thoroughly only by ex
penence. I? readmg S~IsJ?ograms. Word descriptions are inadequate because of the 
compleXItIes and Val'latIOns involved. 

INTERPRETATION OF SEISMOGRAMS WHEN DISTANCE AND TIME OF ORIGIN ARE KNOWN 

When~ver important shocks occur, seismological station directors are informed 
through seIsmologlCal centers such as the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 
"ri.thin a :veek or less, of the locations of the epicenters and the times of origin. Th~ 
s~Ismologist then ~as ~very requirement for making a correct analysis of all the 'activi-
tIes recorded on IllS seIsmograph. " -
. !>- graphical method of deter~ining th.e times of arrival of the various phases is 
m eff.ect a ,reversll;l of the process Just descnbed. Take the paper tape and pla,ce it' On 
the tI~e scale as m paragraph (1) of the preceding section. Make a mark on -it corre
spo~l~lmg to the tinle of origin as reported, .indicating at the same time the even-hour 
pOSItIOns .. Then move the taI?e from the time scale to the distance scale' graduatioll 
correspon~lmg to .the correct dIStance and make the time of origin mark coincide with 
the zero t~e orchnate of the g~'aph. Di"aw. lines. on the tape corresponding to each of 
t.he travel-tune curves and wnte the coi'responding phase symbols below each of the 
hnes. :Move the tape back to its original position on the time scale. The times corre
sponding to the various phase marks are the times .at which these phases should appeal' 
on the grams. 

Another graI?hical method consists. in first making a ~ime scale on a long tape 
exactly to scale WIth that on the travel-tIme chart but eovermg 2 hours of time instead 
of 1 hour. . Lay this tape over the curves .in such a position that the graduated edge will 
cross the chstan?e scale at t~e correc~ ~plCentral dIstance. The time on the graduated 
t~pe correspondmg to the tI~e of.ongm of the earthquake should coincide with-zero 
tIme on the graph. The arl'lval tImes of the various phases will then be indicated on 
the graduated tape by the points where the various travel-time curves intersect the 
edge of the tape. This is probably quicker than any other method for estimating 
arrival times of a group of phases. 

A ~ore accurate way to compute arrival t.im.es w:hen epicenter and origin time are 
known IS to make use of the P-H, S-H, and SImIlar mtervals usually found in seismo
logical tables. 

954789'--51----3 
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COMPUTA'l'ION OF GROUND AMPLITUDE 
r 

When ground amplitudes are desired for seismological bulletins or a wide variety of 
other purposes, they can be computed as explained in the section on response of the 
seismograph to seismic waves. The formula used in routine analytical work is 

A At 
e=VM" 

where 
A.=amplitude of the earth movement. 
A 1= trace amplitude. 
V = static or lever magnification of direct-recording pendulums. 

M,,=harmonic magnification factor. 

In the case of electrical recorders a magnification curve peculiar to each instrument 
must be substituted for V1\{,.. The magnification is always a function of the ground 
period, the pendulum period, and, for electrical recorders, the galvanometer period and 
other factors. 

The trace amplitude of a wave is one-half the distance between its peak and 
trough (generally the maximum amplitude in the group) and the period is the time 
interval from crest to crest or trough to trough. On the record of a direct-recording 
pendulum, let 

AI=12.5 mm. 
T .=20 sec. 
To = 12 sec. 

V=150 
E=20 :1 
T./To=20/12= 1.67 

From figure 5 t.he factor M" when Te/To= 1.67 is 0.26. Then 

. 1000X 12.5 
A. (m 0.001 mm.)= 150XO.26 =320J.t 

In the case of electrical recorders the entire magnification factor must be taken from 
calibration curves such as shown in figure 8, for Galitzin and Wenner seismographs; or 
as in figure 9, for Benioff seismographs. . 

In special cases where seismographs are serving as accelerographs to record destruc
tive ground motions, the acceleration and period must first be measured directly from 
the record and the amplitude, or displacement, computed from the formula 

where a is the acceleration in cm/sec.2, Ae is expressed in centimeters, and T. is the 
period of the wave in seconds. 

DIRECTION OF GROUND VIBRATION 

Being able to determine the direction of ground motion of the simpler types of wave 
motion enables the seismologist to determine the direction of the epicenter from the first 
impulsive P wave when it is clearly registered on the seismogram, and also enables him 
to study the directional characteristics of the smoot.her types of surface waves thus 
aiding in their identification. To do this the directional constants of the two horizontal 
and the vertical component pendulums must be known. The seismologist must know, 
for example, whether sudden upward motions of the traces correspond to sudden north 
or south, east or west, and upward or downward ground motions. Since, for a ,sudden 
northward movement of the ground the relative motion of the pendulum is to the south, 
the directional constant for a northward ground motion can be found by giving the 
pendulum a sudden movement to the south and noting whether the trace moves upward 
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~\ d?wnward on the r~cOl·d. An impulsive ground motion is always opposite to the 
I e atl~e pend~u~l mO~lOn . . T~e same reasoning applies to the other two components. 
The bcllul~s al e gIven m their slll1plest form when the station director simply states in 
11S . etm that sudden upward movements of the traces correspond to N (or S) 
~ (01 W), and U (?r D) ground m?vements. In galvanometric recorders these direc~ 
tIOnal constants wIll be reversed If the galvanometer or seismometer terminals are 
reversed. 

. A~imuth oj epi~ente7' .-The direction of groLlnd motion on the arrival of the first 
mlpulsIV~ compreSSIOnal (longitudinal) wave will be away from the epicenter if it is 
compreSSIOnal and toward the ep~center if it is rarefactional. By measuring the ampli
tudes of the first.N~ and E-W Impulses and knowing th/il directional constmits of the 
pendul.wns the chrectIOn.of the ~'esultant motion can be determined by a simple vector 
analYSIS such as shown m the rosert of figure 1. Thus, if rapid upwafd movements 
o.f the traces cO~Tespond to northward and eastward ground movements and the respec
Al":e ~race a!llph,t.udes are 4.6 mm. up and 7.2 mm. down, the resultant direction of the 
. 1St Imp~sIv.e glOundmovement will be north 57° west. Since a compressional wave 
IS al.ways mdlCated by a movement of the groun? away ~rom the epicenter and a rare
fa~tIOnal. wave by ~ movement toward the eplCe~ter, It becomes obvious that the 
eplCenteI c?~ud be e~ther to the northwest ~r southea~t. This ambiguity is overcome 
when a VeI tlCal-~otIOn record becomes avmlable because upward ground motions are 
always compreSSIOnal and downward motions rarefactional. 

.:. " 
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VI. MISOELLANEOUS 

OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS AFFECTING THE INTERPRETATION OF SEISMOGRAMS 

. Previous discussion, under artificial distUl'bances, has a.lready covered some of the 
most troublesome featUl'es of seismograph operation, but there are a few additional 
ones that do not fall in that category of artificial distUl'bances. Those most often 
affecting the efficient analysis of records are the quality of photographic traces and. time 
control. These two phases of seismograph operation should be uppermost in a station 
director's mind because deficiencies in either one could largely nullify other excellent 
features of his work 

Weak traces and poor focusing frequently go hand-in-hand to vitiate what might 
otherwise be satisfactory records. It is not sufficient that a trace be heavy enough to 
record just the normal microseismic activity. The function of the instrument calls for 
the recording of minute tremors of short period and also amplitudes that approach 
the edges of the seismogram. But too often a bad focus obliterates the feeble but 
especially important P wave onset, or combined with a weak light SOUl'ce may be 
responsible for the loss of other important activities in the case of strong shocks. The 
normal trace should be slightly over one-half millimeter thick, solid black and well 
focused; that is, the beginning and end of the trace at the minute break should appear 
as a sharp vertical line. 

Good time control is a prime requisite. This does not mean that it is sufficient 
simply to have a clock somewhere in the building on which the correction is known. 
Whenever possible, time signals should be placed automatically on each record daily, 
and oftener where local station networks are engaged on special projects. For effi
cient work the seismologist requires minute marks on the seismogram with preferably 
a zero correction. On such a record the times of many emergent activities can be 
read to the nearest tenth minute simply by inspection. This cannot be done when 
there is a large correction or when only the times of beginning and ending of a day's 
run are given. . 

Even at best a disconcerting problem is always present in measUl'ing time on a 
gram because it has been demonstrated that even on high-grade drums the errors due 
t~ irregular rotation from one minute mark to another sometimes exceed 1.5 seconds, 
although 0.3 second is a more probable value. When it is realized that the waves 
being measured travel with surface velocities from 5 km/sec. to as high as 20 km/sec., 
in certain zones, the necessity for precision in time becomes readily apparent. 

In those cases where seismograms are sent to central offices for final interpretation, 
a practice that is growing each year, station directors are urged to adhere faithfully to 
the details of marking the seismograms as suggested by the cooperating central office. 
As such agencies are today interpreting thousands of records, the speed and effec
tiveness of their work is greatly enhanced by the correct marking of incoming records. 
All seismograms should show (1) station name, (2) type of instrument, if more than one 
type is in operation, (3) component, (4) direction of ground motion, (5) first and last 
hoUl' of G. O. T., and (6) time corrections at beginning and end of record, indicating 
whether correction is made to the beginning, end, or middle of the time break. 

EARTHQUAKE INTENSITY AND EARTHQUAKE MAGNITUDE 

Since the introduction of the Gutenberg-Richter magnitude scale into seismologi
cal literature more than 10 years ago, much confusion has resulted in the mind of the 
interested layman and in the press concerning the definition of earthquake intensity and 
earthquake magnitude. 
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Earthq,uake intensity refers to the violence of earthquake motion in an art f 
the perceptI~le ~rea of an earthquake and is based solely on the effects ob!er~ed 0 

people and mammate objects such as buildings and their contents In th U 'tOI 
Stat~~ the .scale u~e~ to classify i~tensity is tJ:e llilodijied 1I1ercalli Inte1~sity Scale oj~I/3~ 
descllbed m detaIl m the B'I!1letu~ oj the Se~smological Society oj America, volume 21 
N~. 4,,Pp. 2/77-283. ' ~ntensIty ~ lS.raI·_~ly feltj VI c~us~~ slig?-t.damage, XII is cata~ 
stlOphlC. ~iaps showlllg the dIstl'lbutlOn of mtensIty (lSoselsmal maps) are based 0 
such gradatlOns. . n 

~art~qualce magnitude refers in effect to th.e total enm:gy released at the source of 
the dlstm banc.e .. There can be only oI,J.e magmtude assOCIated with any earth uake. 
I~ can be detmmmed fr?m one or more m~tru.mental records obtained at any epi~ntral 
.ci,Istance, but each statlOn record should mdlCate approximately the same m 't d 
at the source. . agm u e 

As there should obviously be some :fi.;~ed relationship between the magnitude f 
a.n eal't,hquake an.d the maxi~um intensity observed close to the source of the earth
qua.J~e, .the follo\~mg c?mp~l'lson has been made by Gutenberg and Richter for earth
qua.l~es m southelll Oaliforllla when the normal depth of focus is considered to be 18 km. 

Magni tude 2. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . 
M-M Intensity 1. 5 2.8 4.5 6.2 7.8 9.5 11. 2 1~: g 

According. to . the latest estimates of Gutenberg and Richter, a magnitude 5 earth
quake would Ieplesent th~ release of 1021 ergs of energy which is equivalent to th 
~nergy released by an atomlC bomb 01' 20,000 tons of TNT. Shallow depth earth uak : 
]us.t strong e~ough to be felt \~present an expend~ture of ab~ut 1011 ergs; tlie .-g{eate:t 
e~I thqua~,es. Ielea~e about 10. ergs. The ~a!5111tude. and lntensity scales are both 
~xponentIallll . chaIacter . An I~Cl'eaSe of 1 ulllt III magllltude signifies a 63-fold increase 
1Il energy; an Illcrease of 0.1 Ulllt signifies an approximately 50 percent increase. 

DE'l' ERMINA'l'ION OF INS'l'RUMEN'l'AL MAGNl'l'UDE 

. The m~gnitude scale. is derived from an empirical formula basr.cl on instrumental 
lesults and IS u.sed extenSIVely as a measure of earthquake energy released at tl f 

The m!l,gllltl}de of an.earthq~Iake is the logarithm of the maximum trace a~~IU~~I~ 
exp~ssed 1Il mIcrons WIth whlCh the s~andard short-period torsion seismometer 
(To- .O.8 sec.~ T1=~800, ~=0.8) woul~ regIster tf1at sh~ck at an epicentral distance of 
100 lnlometms. RlCht~r m the Bullet~n oj the S~~s?nolog~cal Society oj America (BSSA) 
volume 25, .~o. 1, pu~hshed a table for determlllmg the magnitudes according to th~ 
above defillltlOn for dlstancesfro~ 25 .to 600 km. However, it should be cautioned 
tha~ the data are for ~outhern Oallforllla earthquakes and as such may req'uire a cor
l'ectlOn factor for use 1Il other areas. 

~n 1945, <?ut~nberg expaIlded the magni~uc~e scale for earthquakes recorded b 
aU selsmometers WIth known response charactel'lstIcs for all distances and for all d th Y 

For the surface waves the .magnitude may be obtained from th~ equation ep s. 

where 
lvl=log A-log B+O+D 

A= the horizontal component of the maximum ground movement in microns of 
surface waves of 20 seconds period. " 

B= the same quantity for a magnitude zero shock (Gutenberg has tabulated tl 
va.l~es for each degree of. distan~e, BSSA, Vol. 35, No.1). Ie 

O=a statlOn ~onstant depenchng on mstrumental characteristics and geolo ical 
foundatlOn (seldom more than ±0.2.) g 

D=fact~r dependmg o~ depth of focus, original distribution of energy in the 
aZI~uth, absOl:ptlOn of wave energy, and path of transmission: The cor
rectlOns for thIS term are appreciable a.nd should be evaluated since they 
frequently are ± 0.5.. The large variations are caused by the waves crossing 
alternately t.he contmental and oceanic structures where the absorption is 

< 
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:appr0ximately -24 k: tl,~k being a factor contingent on the path. andtl the 
epicentral distance measured in degrees; . . ,1 I. ',~ R:'. . ' . 

.' If well-defined P, PP, and S waves are measurable on the seismograms, the deter
mination of magnitude is greatly simplified by employing the equation 

M=A+O,J, (M- 7)-log T+log u (or log w) 

-A, as a function of distance, is tabulated on page 65 of the BSSA, volume 35, No.2, 
'-T is the1Jeriod of P, PP, 01' S in seconds, u is the horizontal ground motion of the same 
wave in Ihicrons and w is the vertical ground motion. Although this equation has 
fewer variables than that for the surface wave, the results are not as reliable because of 
the frequent poor definition of the waves and the directional effect of the P waves as 
described by Byerly in the BSSA, volume 39, No.4. The same body waves and 
equation may be used for the magnitude of deep focus earthquakes. However, the 
,,,alues of A to be substituted in the equation will differ from the normal depth values 
ahdmvill beJouncl- on pages 123-125 of the BSSA, volume 35, No.3. 
' ... ' Those~seriously interested in magnitude determinations should carefully study the 

references cited as this brief description serves only to e}.,'plain the nature of the com
putation. Magnitude determination is considereCl outside the scope of routine work 
except at a few centers where' full-time seismologists are employed. 

SEISMOLOGICAL BULLETINS 

A monthly or qua,rterly seismological bulletin is the usual medium through which 
a station publishes its seismographic results. In many cases such data are published in 
composite form by a central agency rather than by individual stations. For many 
years international stailda,rd practice called for the following information: (1) character 
of earthquake in terms of strength and distance zone, as explained in the nomenclature 
in t.he next section, (2) station and instrumental constants, (3) the phase interpreta
tions and their arri val times on all components, (4) the ground amplitudes of outstand
ing phases, (5) computed epicentral distance and time of origin, and (6) the compres
sional Ol)'arefactional character of P. The arrival times of P, S, and other outstanding 
phases hav€\ been incorporated in the reports of the International Seismological SUlll
mary whi"ch has furnished basic data ·:tor the development alld improvemeht of travel
,time tables over a long period of years. "r . : ' . 4 

Because of the great increase in the number of instruments, the centralization of 
a large part of the analytical work, and the great amount of labor involved in the 
standard international program, some seismological agencies have been forced to curtail 
their reports to 'the general form shown in figure 10 in which no distinction is made 
between compolients, and amplitudes are not reported. In cases where the instrumental 
constants are known the maximum aJllP~itudes for strong shocks are sometimes fur
iiisheCl to supply magnitude data. It is mandatory, how~:ver, that the instrumental 
constants be re:ported at least annually in all station bulletins. 

Station directors who conduct their programs independently or with only limited 
aid from another organization ~re urged to become sufficiently proficient in seismogram 
interpretation to prepare their own bulletins. This adds materially to the prestige of 
the organization sponsoring the station; it results in more thorough interpretations 
than al~e :generally :possibleat a central station; and itle~seiis the ,york loa'd at-central 
stations that are practically all obliged to cut then' interpl;etation programs below a 
d~sil;able minimurri~ Station sponsors should look. -upon such programs as long-range 
projects for it is only through years of experience that station directol's can become 
p1'oficient enough to produce bulletins of real value and ultimately conduct research 
projects of their ow_no . 
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Date and 
Station 

Phase 
(GCT) 

h tl S 

Nar. 3" cont. 
~TJC, cont. i 

eS 
i 

eL 

20 48 13 
48 29.5 
4~ 35 
l,~ 44 

}!ar. 3 
PF eP 2? 50 39 

l·:ar. 4, H = 01 17 0) * 
Jt°S, 102!0E. Near 
southern coast of 
Sumatra. h = about lOOkm 

BER e 01 1.<3 22 
e 51 30 

eSS 02 00 00 
aL 20 10 

TL = 19 sec. ~.= 0.3 rnm. 

Be eP' 01 36 11, 
ePP 33 1,0 

e 3940 

BOZ eL 02 25 25 

BUT eL 02 33 40 

CHI eL 02 30 15 

COL eL 02 07 54 

COLO aL 02 29 20 

HH iP' 01 35 58 

LOG 

PHIL 

PF 

S10 

i 38 55 

eP' 
iPKS 

i 
eSKS 

ePS 

eL 

01 36 09 
39 32 
39 51 
42 50 
48 54 

02 2; 33 

iP' 01 36 15 
iPKS 39 41 

e(P') 01 36 17 
ePP 38 32 

ePKS 39 23 
eL 02 23 45 

Date and 
Station 

Phase 
(GCT) 

h n s 
Har. 4, cont. 
SJ eL 02 1.2 43 

SH iP' 01 35 58 

SIT eL 02 19 48 

TUC eP 01 36 16 
iP' 36 2/, 

epP' 37 03 
iPP 39 56 

e 41 39 
eL 02 41 34 

Bar. 4, H ;; 08 19 06~tI 
Nell Hebrides region.' 

Be iP 03 32 07 

HH eP C8 32 30 

PF iP 08 32 10 

SH iP 08 31 52 

TUC iP 08 32 16 
e 33 06 

l·:ar . 4, H .: 10 19 25~ 
37°H, 70oE. Hindu Kush, 
Afghanistan. Destructive. 
h = about 230 km. 

BII eP' 10 38 08 

BER eP 
ipP 

i(PP) 
iPPP 

e 
eSKS 

is 
iPS 
iSS 

eL 

10 32 55 
34 11 
36 58 
39 30 
40 20 
42 50 
43 50 
4548 
51 00 
59 50 

Tp ; 4 seo. A = 0,$ mm. 
TSS= 11 sec. A ; 7.2 mm. 
TL ; 11. sec. Amax. = 10.3 !Ill'l 

TL = 20 sec. A = 3.9 mm. 

Date and 
Station 

Nar. 4, cont. 
Be iP 

ePS 
i 

iSSS 

BOZ 

BUT 

CHI 

COL 

eP 
epP 
esP 
ePP 

i 
iSKS 

is 
isS 

e 
e 

eL 

iP 
epP 
iPP 

e 
i 

iSKS 
eS 

isS 
eSS 

e 
e 

eL 

eP 
iPP 

epPP 
i 
i 

iSKS 
is 

ipS 
iPS 

e 
e(SS) 

i 
iL 

iP 
e 

ipP 
iPP 

epPP 
iaPP 
iPPP 

Phase 
(GCT) 

h tl S 

10 33 27 
46 54 
48 45 
57 00 

10 32 1,3 
33 40 
34 08 
36 39 
37 56 
42 56 
53 35 
41,40 
52 12 
57 31 

11 01 48 

10 32 41 
33 21 
3642 
37 50 
41 40 
43 00 
43 59 
1,4 35 
50 08 
52 22 
53 54 

11 05 30 

10 32(45) 
36(52) 
38(03) 
38(36) 
41(47) 
43(00) 
43(55) 
44(45) 
45(36) 
45(55) 
51(21) 
56(11) 

11 02(18) 

10 30 44 
31 31 
31 55 
33 11 
34 16 
3442 
35 29 

35 

FIGURE 10 . .:..-Sample page from a seismological bulletin of the United States Coast and Geodetic 
. . Sl1l'vey for January, February, and March 1949. 
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NOMENCLATURE USED IN INSTRUMENTAL REPORTS 

1. Character oj earthquake Tecol'ded- (international usage) ,' 
I. .Slight. II. Moderately strong. III. Violent. 

d Local shock (origin less than 100 kilometers distant). 
v Neal' shock (origin from 100 to 1,000 kilometers distant). 
l' Distant shock (origin from 1,000 to 5,000 kilometers distant). 
u Very distant shock or teleseism (origin more than 5,000 kilometers 

dis tan t). 

2. Body wave phases jm' nOl'mal depth eal'thquakes ,' 

P or Pn 

P' 
S 

PP orPRI 
PPP or PR2 

PcP 
PcPP' 

PeSP' 

P'P' 

PKKP 

PS 

SP 

PPS 

PSPS 

No mark between the symbols P, P' and S indicates reflection at the 
surface of the earth; K indicates a compressional wave in the core 
(S is not transmitted); no mark between two K's indicates reflec
tion at the inner surface of the core; e .iltdicates reflection at the 
outer surface of the core. 

Direct longitudinal waves that have passed below the continental 
layers. 

,·Direct longitudinal waves that have traversed the core. 
Dil'ect transverse waves that have passed below the continental 

layers. ! . 
Longitudinal waves reflected one time at the earth's surface. 
Longitudinal waves reflected two times at the earth's surface. 
Longitudinal waves reflected from the outer surface of the core. 
Longitudinal waves reflected from the outer surface of the core and 

then reflected from the earth's surface as Pi waves. 
Longitudinal waves transformed on reflection from the outer surface 

of the coie, and then transformed on reflection at the earth's 
surface into P' waves . 

P' waves reflected from the earth's surface, passing twice through 
. the core. '. 
Longitudinal waves reflected one time from the inner surface of the 

core, passing twice through the core . 
Longitudinal waves transformed on reflection from the earth's sur

face . (Have almost same travel time as SP.) 
Transverse waves transformed on reflection from the earth's slU'face. 

(Have alinost same travel time as PS.) , 
Longitudin~l waves l:eflected one time at surface of earth and. trans

formed on seconclreflection at same surface. PPS, PSP and SPP 
have fi'pproximately same theoretical travel times. 

Longitudinal waves transformed at each of three reflections from the 
earth's surface. PPSS, SPSP, SPPSandPSSPallhaveapproxi

.. mately the same theoretical travel times. 
P; and P~ The two branches of P' waves that have traversed the core and 

emerged beyond 145 0 epicentral distance. See text on page 10. 
SS or SRI 
SSS or SR2 

ScS 
ScSP' 

ScSScS 

SKS 

Transverse.' waves reflected one time at the earth's surface. 
Transverse wave reflected two times at the earth's surface. 
Transverse waves reflected from the outer surface of the core. 
Transverse waves reflected from the outer surface of the core and 

then transformed on reflection from the earth's surface into P' 
waves. 

Transverse waves reflected successively from the outer surface of 
the core, the surface of the earth, and the outer surface of the core. 

Transverse waves transformed into compressional waves on refraction 
into the core and transfornied back to transverse waves on re
fraction out of the core to the earth's smface. 
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SKKS 

SKP 

SKPP' 
SKSP' 

Transverse waves transformed on refraction into the core into P 
waves that are reflected from the inner surfac.e of the core and then 
transformed back into transverse waves on" the last leg to the 
surface. ~ 

Transverse waves transformed into compressional waves on re
fraction into the core and remaining compressional after refraction 
out of the core to the earth's surface. 

SKP waves reflected at the earth's surface as P' waves. 
SKS waves transformed into P' waves on reflection at the earth's 

surface. 

3. Body wave phases fOT deep foc1Ls eal'thquakes,' 
In addition to the preceding phases listed for ' normal depth earth
. quakes deep-focus earthquakes also register many duplicate 

phases generated when the waves from deep foci strike the earth's 
surface near the epicenter and are reflected back again into the 
earth. Each symbol for a duplicate phase generated in this man
ner is preceded by a small p or s symbolizing the short path from 
focus to the earth's surface and subsequent reflection . 

Examples: 
pP Compressional waves from a deep focus shock reflected at the 

earth's surface neal' the epicenter and propagated thereafter as 
direct waves from the point of reflection to the station. 

pSP Compressional waves transformed into transverse waves on reflection 
at the earth's surface near the epicenter and transformed back 
into compressional waves on a second reflection from the earth's 
surface as in the case of a normal SP wave. 

4. JI.1 ohm'ovicie' s nomenclatul'e fol' cl'ustallayel' phases. 

P" 
P 

S 

RsS 

Rs/S 

Same as normal first prelimina,ry tremors P. 
Individual or upper first preliminary tremors whose path lies entirely 

in the continental layer. . 
Individual or upper second preliminary tremors whose path lies 

entirely in the continentallay'er. 
Upper second preliminaTY tremors reflected from the lower boundary 

of the continental layer. ' 
Upper second prelill).i.nary tremors reflected from the upper surface 

of the continental layer. 
Upper second preliminary trem,ors reflected two times from the 

upper surface of the continental'layer. 

5. Jeifl'eys' nomenclatul'e JOT e1'1u;tallayel' phases. 
Pn 
Pg 
Sg 
P* 

S* 

6. SUljace waves. 
L 
Lq or G 

hI' 

Same as normal first preliminary tremors P. 
Same as !:. of Mohorovicic. The path is entirely in the upper layer. 
Same as S of Mohorovicic. The path is entirely in the upper layer. 
Upper first preliminary tremor whose path lies along the top of the 

intermediate layer except for short distances in the surface layer. 
Upper second preliminary tremor whose path lies along the top of 

the intermediate layer except for short distances in the surface 
layer. 

Long waves, unidentified, at the beginning of the surface phase. 
Surface shear (Love) waves in which the earth particle oscillates in 

the horizontal plane normal to the direction of propagation. 
Surface (Rayleigh) waves in which the earth particle descrihes an 

ellipse in a vertical plane in the line of propagation. I 
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Waves of maximum amplitude in the main phase. 
Waves of the end portion. 
Surface waves traveling- around the major arc -to the station. 
Surface waves returning to the station after a complete circuit of 

the globe. . 
.. 1" " j~i F ' End of discernible movement . 

7. Natu1'e of the motion and deduced data. 
~ Impulsive and sharply defined beginning of a phase. 
e Poorly defined emergence of a phase. . . 
( ) Parentheses in seconds column of arrival times indicate that the 

time is doubtful. 
A Either (a) amplitude of earth motion measured from the position 

of eqwlibrium in microns (1 micron 1/1,000 mm.), + toward the 
",'. north, east, or zenith, - toward the south, west, or nadir; or 

(b), when so marked, the trace amplitude or half range of move
ment of the pen on the record measured from the median line in 
millimeters. 

AE E- W component of A . 
AN N--8 component of A. 
Az Vertical component of A. 
T Period of wave. 
R Time of earthquake at 'focus, generally expressed in G. C. T. 
/::" Arcual distance from station to epicenter. 

8. Oonstants ojseismogmph. 
To Free or undamped period of the seismograph. 
Tg Free or undamped period of the galvanometer. 
V Static magnification. 
E Ratio of successive damped amplitudes of pendulum decay curve. 
l' Half width of zone within which friction will completely arrest the 

i'ecording pen. 
h Altitude of observatory above sea level. (Not to be confused with 

the damping coefficient uSf'd in equation for forced vibration of a 
pendulum). 

EXAMPLES OF SEISMOGRAi\~ IN'l'ERPRETATIONS 

. The seismogram illustrations in figures 11, 16, and 17 will give only a moderately 
satisfactory idea of the problem of identifying phases on seismograms that are in accord 
with accepted travel time charts. The most the reader may expect to gain from a study 
of these records will be emphasis on the tremendous influence of pendulum period on 
the appearance of a record, and .the fact that sometimes the more-.obscure dependent 
ph.ases will show llP\vell and sometimes they will not. In the present state of seismology 
ther!} is no substitute for actual experience in studying scores of seismograms if one 
wishes to familiarizehimselnvith them and make an accurate appi'aisal of interpl'E;ltation 
techniques. As:stated elsewhere the primary objectIve in reading seismograms is to 
i'eport what is on the record ~nd not attempt to find obscure and perhaps doubtful 
activities that will fit some the'oi'etical phase on a travel-time chart. . 
. . The following ai'e -the approximate instrumental constants for the records to be 
discussed: 

Tucson, Ariz.-The short-period Benioff vertical period is 1.0 second with peak 
mag11ification near this period about 35,000. A 75-second galvanometer operating in 
conjunction with the same pendulum registers long-period results, the peak magnifica
tion being of the order of 2,000. The period of both Wood-Anderson horizontal torsion 
instruments ' is ' 8 seconds and the lever magnification 450. 

San Juan, .P. R-:-Tlle short-period vertical Benioff period is 1.0 second with. peak 
magnification.:near t¥s periocLperha.ps ·10,000. The -two Wenner horizontals have 
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periods of 10 seconds and operate at peak magnifications of about 1,300 in the 'shorter 
period (but not high-frequency) zone. 

Bermuda.-Two horizontal Milne-Shaw seismographs have periods of 12 seconds 
and lever magnifications of 250. 

In the case of the long-distance records shown in the illustrations the magnitude 
range in general varies between 7 and 7~ on the Gutenberg-Richter magnitude scale. 

Figul'e 11. A-Apl'il13, 1949. Seattle, Wash. (University of Washington) record 
from Bosch-Omori seismograph magnifying 25 times on smoked paper. This is a good 
illustration of the value of insensitive seismographs in recording strong local shocks. 
The epicenter, 47.1 ° N., 122.7° W., was based on reports from many stations and is 
about 70 km. S. 30° W. of the seismograph station. The first impulsive motions on the 
original Seattle records (2.4 mm. upon the E-W component and 3.7 mm. down on the 
N-S) indicate an origin either S. 33° W. of the station or N. 33° E. of it since the south
westerly motion of the ground could be either a rarefactional wave from the southwest 
or a compressional wave from the northeast. A vertical-motion record would have 
indicated a downward (rarefactional) ground impulse since the origin . is lmowll to be 
southwest of the station. 

The S-P time interval may be read as 13 seconds (on the E-W component) and therc 
is also an L-P or a second S-P interval of 21 seconds. If normal P and S velocities in 
continental structure are assumed, respectively 6.0 and 3.5 km/sec., the distance 
according to Omori's formula would be 110 km. Since the epicentral distance is known 
to be only about 70 km., and since neither the local velocities nor crustal structure are 
lmown it is seen that one could only cautiously surmise from the Seattle data alone that 
the focal distance was of the order of 100 km. (63 miles) and that the epicentral distance 
could be considerably less than 100 lun .. depending upon the depth of focus. In this 
case a deeper than normal focus is indicated by the data obtained from distant stations. 
It is important that station directors report the S-P or L-P ,time intervals because they 
assist materially in locating the epicenter and focal depth. 

Figul'e 11. B-Augltst 14, 1950. A Tucson long-period Benioff vertical record of a 
northern Argentina earthquake, 27° S., 62Yz° W. Focal depth about 700 km. Distance 
8,250 km. H-22h 51m 28s G. C. T. The record illustrates the prominent P waves 
associated with deep focus earthquakes and shows the character of P'P' and SKPP' 
waves as registered on a long-period system. ' 

Figul'e 11. C-JanuaTY 26, 194-7. A Bermuda Milne-Shaw horizontal component 
(northwest-southeast) record of a western Nicaragua earthquake, 13° N., 86.5° VV'. 
Normal depth. Distance 3,100 lun. H=10h 06.7m G. C. T. To=12 seconds. This 
is a typical record of a moderately distant earthquake with well-defined P, S, and L / 
phases. 

Figul'e 16 (Pocket). A-MaTch 18, 1946. A Tucson short-period Benioff vertical 
record of a southern California earthquake, 35.7° N., 118.0° W. Normal depth. 
Distance 720 km. H=10h 05m 54s G. C. T. The record illustrates use of Jeffrevs' 
nomenclature that postulates a two-layered continental structure, namely, Pn, Pg, Sn, 
S*, Sg. See figure 5 and nomenclature. 

Figul'e 16 (Pocket). B-Octobel' 31, 1950. Tucson Benioff vertical records of a 
Gulf of California earthquake, 23Yz° N ., 108° W. Normal depth. Distance 950 km. 
H=19h 35m 14s G. C. T. for foreshock. H=20h 22m 30s G. C. T. for main shock. 
On the short-period record above the date label P is shown for a foreshock and P, S, 
and L for the main shock. The record of the foreshock is confused by waves registered 
from an earthquake in the Mid-Atlantic, 1 ° N., 26° W. For the latter shock H=19h 
15m 22s G. C. T. and the distance is 9,400 km. On the long-period record below the 
date label P and L for the Gulf of California shock are well defined and show the pres
ence of long-period waves not apparent on the short-period record. Near the left end 
of the short-period record is a typical disturbance due to blasting operations. 
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Figure 16 (Pocket). C-October 31, 1949. Tucson records of a southeastern Alaska 
earthquake, 560 N., 1350 W. Normal depth. Distance 3,250 km. The first record 
below the date label is that of a Benioff long-period verti~al seismograph registering 
P, PP, 8, and L. Below this is a Wood-Anderson record\ showing the same phases 
for comparison. 

Figure 16 (Pocket). D-April 14, 1951. San Juan, Puerto R~o, records of an 
earthquake in northern Argentina, 240 S., 66Xo W. Focal depth '-a~ut 250 km. 
Distance 4,650 km. H=Oh 45m 28s G. O. T. The record in the middle o~e group 
is from a short-period Benioff vertical, those above and below it are from long-peri09 
Wenner horizontals. The records emphasize how sharply the onset of P is registered 
on short-period vertical instruments and how deficient the same instrument is in 
recording long-period waves of the 8 and L groups. The records also illustrate the 
nature and magnitude of a number of deep focus phases. Note also the absence of 
large amplitude surface waves because of the deep focus. 

Figu1'e 17 (Pocket). ~December 2, 1950. A Tucson Benioff long-period vertical 
record of an earthquake in the New Hebrides. Islands, 180 S., 1670 E. Depth about 
60 km. Distance 10,300 km. H=19h 51m 45s G. O. T. The record is typical of 
epicentral distances at which the 8 waves have hit the core and generate 8K8 waves. 
Focal depth is based primarily on the pP-P interval. 

Figure 17 (Pocket). F-October 7, 1949. Tucson Benioff short- and long-period 
vertical records of an earthquake southeast of NIadagascar, 350 S., 56}~0 E. Normal 
depth. Distance 18,650 km. H=12h 02m 19s G. O. T. The short-period record is 
above the long-period record. The records illustrate core phases most of which, 
except pI, are registered on the long-period record. 

Figu1'e 17 (Pocket). G-July 9, 1950. Tucson Wood-Anderson records of an 
earthquake in western Brazil, 8Xo S., 71 0 W. Focal depth about 600 km. Distance 
6,250 km. H=04h 39m 57s G. O. T. These records typify deep focus earthquakes 
having extremely small surface waves and showing characteristic deep focus phases 
such as pP and 88. Note also the clarity of the P and S wave onsets. . 

Figure 17 (Pocket). H-Decembel' 10, 1950. San Juan records of an earthquake 
in the Kermadec Islands region, 28,%0 S., 1790 W. Focal depth about 300 km. Dis
tance 13,100 km. H=13h 23m lOs G. O. T. The top record, with the date label 
attached to it, is from a short-period vertical Benioff and illustrates how well an instru
ment of this type will register certain core phases without interferences from the long
period waves that are registered on the long-period horizontal Wenner shown below 
it. On the other hand it is apparent that certain long-period core phases are registered 
very well on the longer period instrument. . 
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Gutenberg-Richter travel-t.iule chart for 100 kill. focal depth. 
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FIGURE 14. Gutenberg-Richter travel-time chart for 200 km. focal depth. 
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FIGURE 15. Gutenberg-Richter travel-time chart for 800 kIll. focal depth. 
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